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Abstract
Deep-sea hydrothermal vents and cold seeps are widespread through-
out the world’s oceans and represent ‘oases of life’ in a dark and
hostile environment. These chemosynthetic habitats are often dom-
inated by mussels of the genus Bathymodiolus. The bivalves harbor
bacterial symbionts in their gills that use methane and reduced inor-
ganic compounds such as sulfide and hydrogen as energy sources for
chemosynthetic primary production. It is well known that the spatial
and temporal gradients of these energy sources can be extremely steep
at vents and seeps, and some studies have shown that differences in
energy source availability affect symbiont abundance in Bathymodio-
lus mussels. However, in-depth analyses of physico-chemical gradients
and their effect on symbiont abundance are lacking. One of the basic
requirements for these analyses is a reliable quantification method for
the symbionts. The goal of my thesis was therefore to develop an
accurate and efficient protocol for determining symbiont abundance
in bathymodiolin mussels. I used both a stereological and a molec-
ular method for quantifying symbiont abundance. For the former,
I employed three-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization (3D-
FISH) to quantify the biovolume of the symbionts inside the mussel
gills. For the latter, quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)
was used to assess the relative concentrations of a gene from the host
(18S rRNA) versus two symbiont genes (16S rRNA and recA). The
extensive optimization of these methods was the major part of this
thesis work and included improvements in DNA extraction, primer
design and automated data analysis. The comparison of these two
methods revealed, that qPCR is more reliable and accurate than 3D-
FISH in the quantification of symbiont abundances in bathymodiolin
symbioses.
After optimizing these methods, I used them to analyze symbiont
abundance in Bathymodiolus mussels from hydrothermal vents and
cold seeps. In an experimental in situ approach, mussels from hy-
drothermal vents on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge were removed from ac-
tive venting for up to 14 days to simulate a radical temporal de-
crease in their energy sources. The thiotrophic and methanotrophic
populations of B. puteoserpentis were almost completely depleted af-
ter 10 days of starvation, while both symbiont species in the B.
azoricus mussels were left with about 30% of their original abun-
dance after 14 days of starvation. When displaced mussels were re-
turned to the hydrothermal fluids that carry their energy sources,
methanotrophic symbiont populations of mussels increased, while the
thiotrophic symbiont population did not recover. This could indicate
symbiont-specific differences in the reaction to changing energy source
availability.
The effect of spatial gradients in energy sources on symbiont abun-
dance was analyzed on Bathymodiolus mussels from two cold seeps
in the Gulf of Mexico. In situ measurements of sulfide and methane
at the two seep sites revealed significant differences in the concentra-
tions of these two energy sources. These differences were reflected
in corresponding differences in symbiont abundance, indicating a link
between local energy source availability and symbiont abundance.
My results emphasize the flexibility of the bathymodiolin symbiosis in
regard to temporal and spatial variations in energy source concentra-
tions and help to answer the question, why these bivalves dominate
hydrothermal vents and cold seeps in the dark ocean.
Zusammenfassung
Hydrothermalquellen und Cold-Seeps sind weit verbreitet in der Tief-
see der Weltmeere und repra¨sentieren ‘Oasen des Lebens’ in einem
dunklen und lebensfeindlichen O¨kosystem. Diese chemosynthetischen
Habitate werden von Muscheln der Gattung Bathymodiolus dominiert.
Diese Muscheln beherbergen bakterielle Symbionten in ihren Kiemen,
welche Methan und reduzierte anorganische Stoffe wie Schwefelwasser-
stoff und Wasserstoff als Energiequelle fu¨r chemosynthetische Prima¨r-
produktion benutzen. Es ist bereits bekannt, dass die ra¨umlichen
und zeitlichen Gradienten dieser Energiequellen sehr steil sein ko¨nnen.
Einige Studien zeigten, dass Unterschiede in der Verfu¨gbarkeit der En-
ergiequellen die Menge der Symbionten innerhalb der Bathymodiolus
Muscheln beeinflusst. Allerdings fehlen tiefergehende Studien zu den
physikalisch-chemischen Gradienten und deren Effekt auf die Popula-
tion der Symbionten in den Muscheln. Eine der grundlegensten Vor-
raussetzungen fu¨r diese Analysen ist eine verla¨ssliche Quantifizierung
der Bathymodiolus Symbionten. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit war es daher,
ein pra¨zises und effizientes Protokoll fu¨r die Bestimmung dieser Sym-
bionten zu entwickeln. Ich habe sowohl eine stereologische, als auch
eine molekulare Methode fu¨r diese Quantifizierung der Symbionten be-
nutzt. 3-dimensionale Fluoreszenz in situ Hybridisierung (3D-FISH)
wurde benutzt, um das Biovolumen der Symbionten innerhalb der
Muschelkiemen zu messen. Zusa¨tzlich habe ich quantitative Poly-
merase Kettenreaktion (qPCR) verwendet, um die relative Ha¨ufigkeit
eines Gens des Wirtes (18S rRNA) sowie von zwei Genen der Sym-
bionten (16S rRNA und recA) zu bestimmen. Die ausfu¨hrliche Opti-
mierung dieser Methoden hat den Hauptteil dieser Arbeit ausgemacht
und beinhaltete Verbesserungen in der Extraktion genomischer DNA,
dem Design von Primern und der automatischen Datenanalyse. Der
Vergleich dieser Methoden hat ergeben, dass die qPCR verla¨sslicher
und genauer in der Quantifizierung der Bathymodiolus Symbionten
ist, als 3D-FISH.
Nach der Optimierung der Methoden wurden diese eingesetzt, um die
Menge von Symbionten in Bathymodiolus Muscheln zu messen, welche
an Hydrothermalquellen und Cold-Seeps vorkommen. In einem in
situ Experiment wurden Muscheln von Hydrothermalquellen am Mit-
telatlantischen Ru¨cken von aktiven Quellen fu¨r bis zu 14 Tage weg-
transportiert. Dies sollte eine spu¨rbare zeitliche Absenkung ihrer En-
ergiequellen simulieren. Die thiotrophen und methanotrophen Sym-
biontenopulationen der B. puteoserpentis Muschel waren nach 10 Tagen
des Aushungerns fast komplett verschwunden, wa¨hrend die beiden
Symbiontenspezies der B. azoricus Muschel nach 14 Tagen des Aus-
hungerns auf 30% der urspru¨nglichen Menge gesunken waren. Nach-
dem diese ausgehungerten Muscheln wieder zuru¨ck zu den hydrother-
malen Fluiden transportiert worden waren (welche ihre Energiequelle
enthalten), ist die Menge an methanotrophen Symbionten wieder ange-
stiegen. Die Population der thiotrophen Symbionten hat sich dagegen
nicht erholt. Dies zeigt eine fu¨r jede Symbiontenspezies spezifische
Reaktion auf eine unterschiedliche Verfu¨gbarkeit ihrer Energiequelle.
Der Effekt ra¨umlicher Gradienten von Energiequellen wurde anhand
von Bathymodiolus Symbiosen an zwei Cold-Seeps im Golf von Mexiko
untersucht. In situ Messungen von Schwefelwasserstoff und Methan
an diesen beiden Habitaten ergaben signifikante Unterschiede in den
Konzentrationen der beiden Energiequellen. Diese Unterschiede spiegel-
ten sich ebenfalls in Vera¨nderungen in der betreffenden Menge der
Symbionten wieder, was auf eine Verbindung zwischen der ra¨umlichen
Verfu¨gbarkeit der Energiequellen und der Menge an Symbionten hin-
deuten ko¨nnte.
Meine Ergebnisse betonen die Flexibilita¨t der Bathymodiolus Sym-
biose im Bezug auf ra¨umliche und zeitliche Variationen in der Verfu¨gbar-
keit an Energiequellen und tragen dazu bei, die Frage zu beantworten,
warum diese Muschelgattung die Hydrothermalquellen und Cold-Seeps
in der dunklen Tiefsee dominieren kann.
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Introduction
1

1Chemosynthetic symbioses in the
deep-sea
1.1 Definition of symbiosis
The term ‘symbiosis’ (from the Greek sy´n = ‘with’ and b´ıo¯sis = ‘living’) was
coined by Anton de Bary and Albert Bernhard Frank in the late 1800s (Trappe,
2004) and describes an often close and long lasting association between two dif-
ferent organisms.
Symbiotic relationships are as old as eukaryotic life on Earth. The symbi-
otic theory of the origin of life suggests a cooperation of different single celled
organisms, leading to such a strong dependence over time that their genomes
became incorporated into one multicellular organism (Margulis, 1999). The type
of symbiosis of two or more different organisms with each other is defined by the
impact of their relationship on the organisms fitness. Scientists used to classify
symbioses as mutualistic, commensal or parasitic. In a mutualistic relationship,
both organisms increase their fitness through the symbiosis (e.g. flowering plants
and pollinators such as bees and flies). In contrast to this, parasitism defines a
relationship where one organism decreases the fitness of another one, for example
the flea as a parasite of the human host. The word commensal (from the latin
words com and mensa, meaning ‘sharing a table’) defines an association of or-
ganisms that is beneficial for one and does not significantly affect the fitness of
3
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the other one (e.g. spiders, building their webs in between plants).
These examples for different symbiotic associations are easy to differentiate,
but in many cases, the role of at least one symbiotic partner is not clear or can
not be set to only one kind of interaction. In this thesis work, the term symbiosis
is used in the broader definition coined by Anton de Bary and Albert Bernhard
Frank, declaring all persistent biological interactions (mutualism, parasitism and
commensalism) as symbiosis.
1.2 Definition of chemosynthesis
Figure 1.1: Photosynthesis vs. chemosynthesis - Comparison of basic prin-
ciples of photosynthetic and chemosynthetic primary production. Modified from
Somero (1984).
The process known as photosynthesis uses the energy of the sun and CO2 to
produce organic compounds (such as sugars) and O2. Organisms that use this
4
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process (such as plants, algae and many bacteria) are called photoautotrophs and
occur at any place with sufficient sun light (on land, in the water and even under
ice). Chemosynthesis, on the other hand, describes the synthesis of biomass from
carbon molecules (e.g. CO2 or CH4) by the oxidation of a chemical compound.
Both processes use carbon molecules to produce carbohydrates and an energy
source to fuel the reactions. And both photosynthesis and chemosynthesis result
in energy-rich compounds for the organisms, which in turn becomes food for
other organisms in the food chain (Figure 1.1). The difference is the energy
source, which in case of photosynthesis is sunlight and in case of chemosynthesis
is an inorganic or organic molecule.
Chemosynthesis (like photosynthesis) is based on redox reactions, which means
energy-rich electrons are transferred between reaction partners. Electrons flow
from one partner (the electron donor) to another one (the electron acceptor).
These redox reactions can be coupled to the production of biomass, which involves
the fixation of carbon. Dependent on which molecule is used, the organisms are
classified as chemolithotrophs (using inorganic compounds as electron donors) or
chemoorganotrophs (using organic compounds as electron donors). Depending on
their carbon source, these organisms are either autotrophic (using CO2 as carbon
source), or heterotrophic (using organic carbon for biomass production).
1.3 Discovery of deep-sea symbioses
It took mankind until the late 1970s to discover the first chemosynthetic ecosys-
tems in the deep-sea (Corliss & Ballard, 1977), located at the Galapagos rift at the
East Pacific Rise. Without sunlight, there is no photosynthesis-driven biomass
production, and only a minor fraction of the sunlight-derived and energy-rich
compounds from the sea-surface make their way down to the ocean floor. At
first, the scientists thought that the deep-sea animals themselves would be able
to use the inorganic compounds from the hydrothermal vent fluids and turn them
into energy for biomass production. This deep-sea animal was the tubeworm Rif-
tia pachyptila and the evidence were key enzymes for sulfur oxidation that were
found in its body (Felbeck, 1981). It took the scientists not too long, to discover
that the true source of these enzymes were sulfur-oxidizing bacteria, harbored in
5
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a specialized organ of the tubeworm, the trophosome (Cavanaugh et al., 1981).
1.4 Marine hosts of chemosynthetic symbioses
Since the discovery of chemosynthetic symbioses at hydrothermal vents, many
more habitats and animal hosts have been found (reviewed by Dubilier et al.
(2008a)). Until today, seven different phyla of marine symbiotic hosts have
been discovered, including ciliates, shrimps, mussels, tubeworms and crustaceans
(Stewart et al., 2005). A selection of these symbioses is shown in Figure 1.2,
differentiating the symbionts in endo- and ectosymbionts. Endosymbionts (or en-
dobionts) are located inside the host tissue and ectosymbionts (or epibionts) are
attached to external epithelia of the host. Depending on the evolutionary state
of the symbiosis, the association of symbiont and host can lead to morpholog-
ical adaptations on the host side. With endosymbionts, these adaptations can
lead to the development of special organs for harboring the symbionts (e.g. the
trophosome of siboglinid tube worms (Cavanaugh et al., 1981) or the enlarged
esophageal gland of the scaly foot snail (Goffredi et al., 2004).
6
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Figure legend to 1.2:
Endosymbionts
1: Cladorhizid sponge at Barbados trench (1a) with methanotrophic endosymbionts (2b), scale
bar = 0.25 μm, from Vacelet et al. (1996).
2: The flatworm Paracatenula galateia (2a) with sulfur oxidizers (2b, fluorescent signals inside
the trophosome, scale bar = 250 μm), from Gruber-Vodicka et al. (2011).
3: Astomonema sp. worm from Bahamas coral reef sediments (3a, scale bar = 0.5 mm) with
sulfur oxidizers (3b, scale bar = 5μm), from Musat et al. (2007).
4: The mollusc Solemya occidentalis (4a, from femorale.com) with sulfur-oxidizing endosym-
bionts (4b, scale bar = 1 μm, from Krueger et al. (1996)).
5: The lucinid Codakia orbicularis (5a, from idscaro.net) with sulfur-oxidizing endosymbionts
(5b, scale bar = 5 μm, from Caro et al. (2007)).
6: The snail Ifremeria nautilei (6a, from chess.lifedesks.org) with sulfur oxidizers (6b, scale bar
= 0.5 μm, from Windoffer & Giere (1997)).
7: The tubeworm Riftia pachyptila (7a) with sulfur-oxidizing bacteria inside the trophosome
(7b, scale bar = 5 μm) from Stewart & Cavanaugh (2006).
8: The bone-eating worm Osedax mucofloris (8a) with heterotrophic endosymbionts (8b, scale
bar = 5 μm) from Verna (2010).
9: The mollusc Bathymodiolus puteoserpentis (9a, courtesy of MARUM Bremen) with 3D re-
construction of methane- (red) and sulfur- (green) oxidizing endosymbionts (scale bar = 5 μm).
Ectosymbionts
10: The barnacle Vulcanolepas osheai (10a, scale bar = 1 cm per bold unit) with associated γ-
and ε-proteobacteria (10b, FISH-image, scale bar = 20 μm) from Suzuki et al. (2009).
11: The yeti crab Kiwa hirsuta (11a, from National Geographic) with sulfur-oxidizing episym-
bionts on the setae (11b, scale bar = 200 μm), from Goffredi et al. (2008).
12: Deep-sea shrimp Rimicaris exoculata (12a from Rutgers Deep Sea Center with FISH-image
of γ- (green) and ε- (red) proteobacteria hosted in the gill chamber (12b, scale bar = 20 μm,
from Petersen et al. (2010).
13: The sludge worm Tubificoides benedii (13a, from biopix.dk) with filamentous sulfur oxidiz-
ers attached to it’s tail end (13b, scale bar = 20 μm, from Dubilier (1986)).
14: The polychaete Alvinella pompejana (14a, from sciencemag.org) with sulfur-oxidizing bac-
teria on the dorsal integument (14b, scale bar = 100 μm, from Cary et al. (1997)).
15: The snail Crysomallon squamiferum (15a, image from Anders Warn) with scales colonized
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by ε- and δ-proteobacteria (15b, scale bar = 1 μm, from Goffredi et al. (2004)).
16: The limpid Lepetodrilus fucensis (16a, from Femorale) with episymbionts on its gill lamellae
(16b, scale bar = 10 μm, from Bates (2007)).
17: The marine nematode Robbea sp. (17a, scale bar = 25 μm) with sulfur oxidizers on the
body surface (17b, scale bar = 0.6 μm) from Bayer et al. (2009).
18: Colony of the ciliate Zoothamnium niveum (18a, scale bar = 0.5 mm) associated with
sulfur-oxidizing epibionts (18b, scale bar = 10 μm) from Rinke et al. (2007).
1.5 Chemosynthetic primary production at vents
and seeps
Hydrothermal vents and cold seeps in the deep-sea provide a variety of electron
donors that can be used as energy sources by chemosynthetic bacteria. These
electron donors are for example organic matter, hydrogen, methane, reduced
sulfur compounds, ammonium, reduced iron and manganese. Electron acceptors
available at vents and seeps include (from highest to lowest electron accepting po-
tential) for example oxygen, nitrate, nitrite, manganese and iron oxides, oxidized
sulfur compounds and carbon dioxide. The energy yielded during chemosynthetic
primary production (ΔG0
′
) depends on the compounds metabolized and differs
between the different processes (see Table 1.1).
Table 1.1: Selection of aerobic metabolisms from chemosynthetic microorgan-
isms. Adapted from Petersen (2009).
Metabolism e−d
a e−accb Redox reaction ΔG0
′
/e−c
Symbiotic
bacteriad
Sulfur oxidation HS− O2 HS− + 2O2 → SO 2−4 +H+ −94 
Methane oxidation CH4 O2 CH4 + 2O2 → HCO −3 +H+ +H2O −94 
Hydrogen
oxidation
H2 O2 H2 + 0.5O2 → H2O −115 
Iron oxidation Fe2+ O2 Fe
2+ + 0.5O2 +H
+ → Fe3+ + 0.5H2O −65 –
Manganese
oxidation
Mn2+ O2 Mn
2+ + 0.5O2 +H2O → MnO2 + 2H+ −25 –
Nitrification NH +4 O2 NH
+
4 + 1.5O2 → NO −2 + 2H+ +H2O −27.5 –
a electron donor
b electron acceptor
c energy available (ΔG0
′
) in kJ per mole per electron
d  indicates that this metabolism has been identified in symbiotic bacteria
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Despite this variety of potential energy sources at deep-sea vents and seeps
(and their use by free-living bacteria), chemosynthetic symbionts were believed
to exclusively perform sulfur- and methane-oxidation. This was until recently, as
scientists found out that hydrogen is a third energy source for symbiotic primary
production at hydrothermal vents (Petersen et al., 2011). Hydrogen occurs to-
gether with methane and sulfide at hydrothermal vents and the energy yielded
by hydrogen oxidation exceeds the energy yielded with any other chemolithoau-
totrophic pathway (Amend & Shock, 2001).
1.5.1 Sulfur-oxidizing symbionts
Reduced sulfur compounds can be used by free-living and symbiotic bacteria as
an energy source, for example with oxygen as an electron acceptor. The sulfur-
oxidizing (also called thiotrophic) symbionts at vents and seeps are chemolithoau-
totroph, which means they use inorganic compounds like H2S as electron donors
and CO2 as carbon source. The oxygen comes from photosynthesis in the photic
zone and is distributed via ocean circulation (so oxygen-dependent chemosynthe-
sis in the deep-sea is not completely independent of photosynthesis).
The key enzymes involved in chemosynthetic sulfur oxidation are shown in
Figure 1.3. The enzyme APR (adenosine 5’-phosphosulfate reductase), catalyzing
the transformation between sulfite and adenosine 5’-phosphosulfate (APS), has
become a diagnostic marker for characterizing sulfur-oxidizing symbionts. The
gene aprA, encoding for the alpha subunit of the APR, has become one of the
marker genes for the presence of sulfur-oxidizing bacteria (Harada et al., 2009).
Studying the sulfur oxidation of symbionts is hindered by the inability to
culture these bacteria. However, recent advances in pyrosequencing allowed for
metagenomic and metatranscriptomic analyses that made it possible to identify
for example some cellular proteins that take part in the sulfur metabolism of un-
culturable symbionts (Stewart et al., 2011). For the vesicomyid clam Calyptogena,
gene expression analyses of the sulfur-oxidizing symbionts indicated, that both
sulfide and thiosulfate can be used by the symbionts to gain energy for carbon
fixation (Harada et al., 2009). The genetic potential or transcribed RNA content
of symbionts are only hints in the direction of the pathways used. Environmental
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Figure 1.3: Sulfur oxidation pathways in sulfur-oxidizing symbionts -
Arrows indicate pathways of oxidation or reduction of sulfur compounds that are
used by the sulfur-oxidizing symbionts. Modified from Harada et al. (2009).
factors such as that thiosulfate is more stable than sulfide under aerobic con-
ditions might also influence the pathway chosen to oxidize the reduced sulfur
compounds.
1.5.2 Autotrophic CO2 fixation in sulfur-oxidizing sym-
bionts
The redox energy produced by sulfur-oxidizing microorganisms can be funneled
into different pathways to fix inorganic carbon. So far, 6 fixation pathways for
CO2 are known (reviewed by Berg (2011)):
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• Calvin-Benson-Bassham (CBB) cycle
• Reductive tricarboxylic acid (rTCA) cycle
• Reductive acetyl-CoA pathway
• 3-hydroxypropionate (3-HP) cycle
• 3-hydroxypropionate/4-hydroxybutyrate (3-HP/4-HB) pathway
• Dicarboxylate/4-hydroxybutyrate pathway
Most CO2-fixing organisms on earth use the Calvin-Benson-Bassham (CBB)
cycle. Among them are plants, most photoautotrophic prokaryotes, and many
chemotrophic bacteria. Also chemotrophic symbionts at deep-sea vents and seeps
use the CBB cycle to fix carbon, like for example the endosymbionts of the
mussel Bathymodiolus azoricus (Spiridonova et al., 2006) and the tubeworm Rif-
tia pachyptila (Robidart et al., 2008). The tubeworm symbionts can addition-
ally use the rTCA cycle for carbon fixation (Markert et al., 2007). The CBB
cycle is a series of redox reactions, involving the central enzyme ribulose-1,5-
bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCO) that catalyzes the carboxylation
of ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate (RuBP) by carbon dioxide into two molecules of 3-
phosphoglycerate (3PGA). This is the key step that fixes carbon and makes it
available for subsequent metabolic pathways.
1.5.3 Methane-oxidizing symbionts
Methanotrophic symbionts are chemoorganoheterotroph, using methane both as
electron donor and carbon source. They are always aerobic bacteria and have
so far been found mainly in bathymodiolin mussels, but also in different host
phyla like a pogonophoran tubeworm and carnivorous sponges (DeChaine & Ca-
vanaugh, 2006). As endosymbionts, they can co-occur with sulfur-oxidizing sym-
bionts, even in the same host cell (Duperron et al., 2006).
The key enzyme of the aerobic methane oxidation is methane monooxygenase,
either membrane-bound (pMMO) or in soluble form (sMMO). This first enzyme
of the pathway catalyzes the oxidation of methane to methanol (see Figure 1.4)
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and has been found in all methanotrophs except Methylocella (Theisen et al.,
2005). The gene encoding the active subunit (pmoA) is the marker gene used to
identify aerobic methanotrophs.
Figure 1.4: Oxidation of methane in methanotrophic bacteria - Pathway
for the oxidation of methane and assimilation of formaldehyde. The examples for
a type II methanotroph is Methylosinus trichosporium (A) (from (Dalton, 2005))
and Methylococcus capsulatus for a type X methanotroph (B) (from Smith et al.
(1970)), scale bars are 0.5 μm. Modified from Hanson & Hanson (1996).
Methanotrophic bacteria are classified according to their morphology and
physiology in type I (γ-proteobacteria, e.g. Methylomonas and Methylobac-
ter), type II (α-proteobacteria e.g. Methylosinus and Methylocystis) and type
X methanotrophs (e.g. Methylococcus capsulatus) (Hanson & Hanson, 1996).
Type I and type X methanotrophs have intracellular cytoplasmic membranes
(ICM) arranged as bundles throughout the cell. Type II methanotrophs have
ICM arranged at the periphery of the cell. All methanotrophs oxidize methane
to carbon dioxide via the intermediates methanol, formaldehyde, and formate.
The formaldehyde can be used in anabolic sub-pathways to incorporate the car-
bon of methane into biomass. Type I and type X methanotrophs use the ribulose
monophosphate (RuMP) pathway and the type II methanotrophs use the ser-
ine pathway (Figure 1.4). Type X methanotrophs are distinguished from type I
by their ability to grow at higher temperatures and they possess the RubisCO
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enzyme from the CBB cycle (Bowman, 2006). Concerning methane-oxidizing
symbionts of marine invertebrates, comparative 16S rRNA gene analyses and the
presence of ICM bundles inside the cells indicate that these bacteria belong to
type I methane oxidizers Petersen & Dubilier (2009).
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2.1 Hydrothermal vents
Figure 2.1: Global distribution of hydrothermal vents visited by sci-
entists - The number and distribution of scientific cruises to hydrothermal vents
until 2009 is linked to the biogeographic provinces of the vent systems (Godet et al.
(2011)).
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Since the discovery of hydrothermal vents in the Pacific Ocean more than 30
years ago, scientists have been exploring hydrothermal ecosystems all over the
world. Due to the remoteness and the logistic challenge of studying deep-sea
hydrothermal vents, the eastern Pacific and the northern Atlantic ridge systems
were the first habitats to be visited by researchers (because these regions were
most easily accessible compared to other vent sites). Over the years, the number
of scientific cruises visiting and sampling hydrothermal systems increased and so
did the discoveries arising from their research, leading to more and more vent
systems to be found (Figure 2.1). The biogeographic province that has been
inspected most, is the Northeastern Pacific (NEP), with more than 120 scientific
visits until 2009 (see Figure 2.1). Due to this intense research, the amount of
scientific publications of hydrothermal vents is today comparable with that of
the most well-studied marine ecosystems, coral reefs and sea grass beds (Godet
et al., 2011).
2.1.1 The geological setting of hydrothermal vents
Spreading ridges are expressions of the global ocean crust formation and account
for the majority of the world’s volcanism in the deep-sea (more than 75%). These
deep-sea mountain ranges are located at the margins of the tectonic plates and
are more than 75.000 km in length (Van Dover & Trask, 2000).
These tectonic plates get pulled apart by forces from the Earth’s interior and
hot rock material surfaces to fill the gap. The erupted crust moves away from the
ridge axis in lateral direction, which means the age of the crust increases with
the distance to the origin. Because the seafloor is not spreading everywhere with
the same speed, plate separations are classified in slow (10-50 mm yr−1), medium
(50-90 mm yr−1) and fast spreading (≥90 mm yr−1) ridges (Lonsdale, 1977). By
visualizing the age of the ocean floor (Figure 2.2), it is easy to distinguish between
these different ridge systems, for example the slow spreading Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(MAR) or the fast spreading East Pacific Rise (EPR). The differences in these
ridge dynamics affect their morphology, forming steep central rifts and wide rift
valleys in slow-spreading ridges and rather shallow central rifts and more gentle
fall-offs in fast-spreading ridges.
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Figure 2.2: Mid-ocean ridges and sea floor spreading - Overview of the
world’s mid-ocean ridges, modified from the National Geophysical Data Center
(NOAA). The age difference between slow spreading ridges (e.g. the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge, MAR) and fast spreading ridges (e.g. the East Pacific Rise, EPR) is depicted
by the color-coded age of the sea floor.
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2.1.1.1 The effect of seafloor spreading rates on vent species diversity
The spreading rate of these ridges is believed to be directly linked to the species
diversity at the related vent habitats. First of all, the spreading rate determines
the spatial occurrence of hydrothermal vents. Fast-spreading ridge systems har-
bor more hydrothermal vent fields than slow-spreading ridges, because they can
feed more hydrothermal systems by a greater magma budget (Baker, 1996). This
abundance of the hydrothermal habitats influences the ability of organisms to
disperse and spread over long distances. Therefore, the lower habitat frequency
leads to lower species diversity on slow-spreading ridges (Juniper & Tunnicliffe,
1997).
2.1.1.2 Hydrothermal vent fluid chemistry
Deep-sea hydrothermal vents occur along all active mid-ocean ridges and back-
arc spreading centers. Their most impressive features are the black smokers with
their chimneys and buoyant plumes in the water column. Columnar chimneys
can form very early in the evolutionary stage of a hydrothermal vent and within
days or weeks the hot vent fluids are already funneled through sulfide chimneys
(Haymon et al., 1993). The formation and growth of a black smoker is shown in
Figure 2.3.
Hydrothermal venting needs seawater to penetrate through ocean floor (e.g.
through cracks or fissures) towards a magma source. As it travels deeper in the
direction of the heat source, the seawater becomes depleted in minerals and looses
hydroxyl ions, which leads to an acidification of the water and drop of pH. Fur-
ther down at the magma chamber which is creating this circulation, temperatures
above 300◦C lead to the precipitation of anhydrite (CaSO4) and the acidic fluids
leach minerals from the nearby rocks into the seawater. Additionally, the phase
separation happening close to the hydrothermal cell contributes to the composi-
tion of the fluids by vapor (rich in gases) and brine (rich in metals). When the
heated vent fluid rises back to the surface and gets in contact with the cold, oxy-
genated and alkaline seawater, the metal sulfides precipitate and resemble black
smoke that comes out of a chimney (Figure 2.3 B).
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Figure 2.3: The formation of hydrothermal vents - This illustration (A)
from the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) shows the major stages
in the formation of a hydrothermal vent. Cold seawater seeps down into the ocean
floor (1). The water is heated up (350-400◦C) and reacts with the rocks in the crust
(2). As a result, chemical reactions change the water (3). Hydrothermal vent fluids
emit and mix with cold, oxygenated and alkaline seawater, precipitating as black
particles (4). Image B shows a black smoker (‘candelabra’) in 3,000 meters depth at
the Logatchev hydrothermal field at the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (courtesy of MARUM
University of Bremen). The drawing (C) is an example of one of the largest black
smokers ever discovered, called Godzilla. The submersible ALVIN is shown for
scale (Robigou et al., 1993).
White smokers in contrast to black ones feature a lower temperature of 100-
300◦C and they have their name from the precipitation of silica, anhydrite and
barite (BaSO4) in form of white particles. Hydrothermal fluids can also leave
the seafloor without chimneys but by seeping out of the ground. These diffusive
flow fluids already mix with the ambient seawater below the seafloor and have
a lower temperature (less than 100◦C) and flow slower than hot, focused vent
fluids. Diffuse lower temperature fluids are depleted in minerals but can still
contain considerably high amounts of sulfide and dissolved gases (Johnson et al.,
1986) and therefore fuel large populations of microorganisms (Sogin et al., 2006),
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invertebrates (Van Dover et al., 2002) and viruses (Williamson et al., 2008).
2.1.2 Geochemistry of Mid-Atlantic Ridge hydrothermal
vents
The thickness and composition of oceanic crust at spreading ridges is relatively
homogeneous compared to the continental crust. On average, oceanic crust is 6-7
km thick and basaltic in composition as compared to the continental crust which
on average is 35-40 km thick and has a roughly andesitic (intermediate rock type
between basalt and dacite) composition (Turekian, 2010). The majority of Mid-
Atlantic Ridge (MAR) mantle rocks consist of basalt, but some areas contain
peridotite in the upper oceanic crust, a dense and coarse-grained lava rock. Ser-
pentinization, a process of oxidizing and hydrolyzing ultramafic rocks, converts
this peridotite to serpentinite and leads to elevated concentrations of hydrogen
and methane in the endmember fluids of ultramafic-hosted hydrothermal systems
(Schulte et al., 2006).
Table 2.1: Endmember fluid composition of Mid-Atlantic Ridge hydrother-
mal vent fieldsa
MG LS RB BS TAG SP LG
T ◦C 265-284 152-333 360-365 356-364 270-363 335-356 ≥353
pH (at 25◦C) 4.2-4.8 3.5-4.9 2.8-3.1 2.5-3.4 3.7-3.9 ≤ 3.3
Si mmol kg −1 8.2-11.2 9.1-17.5 6.9-8.0 18-22 18-20 7.8-2
Cl mmol kg −1 360-400 410-540 ≥ 750 469 633-675 550-563 515-522
CO2 mmol kg −1 17-20 8.9-28 ≤ 16 2.9-4.1 10.63
H2S mmol kg −1 1.5-2 1.4-3.3 1-2.5 9.3 2.5-6.7 2.7-6.1 0.8
CH4 mmol kg −1 1.35-2.63 0.5-0.97 2.2-2.5 0.065 0.14-0.62 0.046-0.062 2.1
Fe mmol kg −1 0.0002-0.018 0.13-0.86 24 1.68-2.16 1.64-5.45 1.8-2.56 2.5
Mn mmol kg −1 0.068 0.45 2.5 0.26 1 0.49 0.33
Mid-Atlantic Ridge hydrothermal vent fields: MG = Menez Gwen, LS = Lucky Strike, RB = Rainbow, BS
= Broken Spur, TAG = Trans Atlantic Geotraverse, SP = Snake Pit, LG = Logatchev
a Table adapted from (Desbruye`res et al., 2000, Douville et al., 2002)
The MAR features some of these ultramafic-hosted vent fields, for example
Rainbow (36◦14’N), the low-temperature vent field Lost City (30◦N) and the
Logatchev vent field (14◦45’N) (Schmidt et al., 2007, Petersen et al., 2009). Two
hydrothermal vent fields at the MAR were visited for this study, the Logatchev
and Menez Gwen hydrothermal vent fields (see Figure 2.4). The Logatchev field
contains elevated amounts of methane, low amounts of sulfide (Table 2.1) and the
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highest amounts of hydrogen measured in hydrothermal systems so far (19 mM)
(Schmidt et al., 2007). Menez Gwen on the other hand is a basalt-hosted and
shallower (871-847 m deep) vent field at 37◦50’N. The Menez Gwen hydrothermal
fluids contain moderate amounts of hydrogen sulfide and methane (Table 2.1) and
low amounts of hydrogen gas (38 μM) compared to other MAR sites (Charlou
et al., 2000).
Figure 2.4: Sample sites at Mid-Atlantic Ridge vents and Gulf of Mexico
cold seeps - Location of hydrothermal vent fields and cold seeps at which experi-
ments for this study have been conducted (highlighted areas). The red dots show
the locations of two cold seeps at the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) and hydrothermal vent
fields at Logatchev (LG) and Menez Gwen (MG).
2.2 Cold seeps
Seven years after the discovery of hydrothermal vents in 1977, researchers found
another type of seafloor expression that is associated with geologic processes, the
cold seeps. They can resemble lakes on the ocean floor (Figure 2.5) and are sites
where substances like hydrocarbons and gases (e.g. methane and hydrogen sul-
fide) flow out of the seafloor. These outflows can occur as pockmarks (seafloor
depressions), gas chimneys, brine pools (dense seawater filling ground depres-
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Figure 2.5: The discovery of cold seeps - Cold seeps can resemble lakes on
the bottom of the ocean (A, brine lake at the summit of the Cheops mud volcano
in the western province of the NDSF from Ifremer/Victor 6000/Medeco 2007) and
were first discovered during submersible dives to the Gulf of Mexico. By using
bathymetry mapping, the scientists found a saline seep (arrow in B) with abundant
life at the Florida Escarpment (Paull et al., 1984).
sions), oil and asphalt seeps (outflow of hydrocarbons) (Jorgensen & Boetius,
2007). Cold seeps are globally distributed, from shallow to deep waters, active
margins (e.g. the Peruvian margin) and passive margins (e.g. the Gulf of Mexico)
to remote place like Antarctica (Domack et al., 2005).
2.2.1 Cold seep geology and fluid chemistry
Similar to hydrothermal vents, cold seeps feature a flow of reduced chemicals
from below the surface of the ocean to the sea floor, but they are not associated
with a heat source or located at spreading centers. At the margin of the oceanic
crust, subduction compresses the accumulated sediment (active margin) or the
oceanic crust is pushed towards the continental crust (passive margins), leading
to an outflow of fluids and gases from deeper reservoirs. These fluids have a lower
temperature than the hot vent fluids and also a lower flow velocity (Boetius &
Suess, 2004). As with the hydrothermal vents, the chemical composition of these
fluids is determined by the local geological settings and many cold seeps are asso-
ciated with gas hydrates and hydrocarbon reservoirs. Additionally, the chemical
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environment of the cold seeps can be influenced by present microorganisms. The
presence of methane at these ecosystems for example can either be related to
(ancient) archaeal methanogenesis (biogenic production of methane by archaea)
or abiogenic deposits of methane at subduction zones (Birgel et al., 2006).
2.2.2 Cold seeps at the Gulf of Mexico
The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) connects with the Caribbean Sea via the Yucatan
Channel between Mexico and Cuba and with the Atlantic Ocean through the
Florida Strait between the U.S.A. and Cuba. The geological evolution of the
GoM includes the deposition of sediment over thick Jurassic salt deposits (Figure
2.6). These sediment deposits compress the salt bodies and force gases and fluids
to leak up to the ocean floor, often forming distinct seafloor features: the seeps
and mud volcanoes of the Gulf of Mexico (Fisher et al., 2007).
Figure 2.6: North-South cross section of the northern Gulf of Mexico -
Illustration of the geological setting at the GoM, with sediments from different ge-
ological eras interacting with salt deposits (black), resulting in faults and a leakage
of subsurface gases and fluids to the surface. From Peel et al. (1995).
This unique geological setting makes the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico the
world’s largest site for oil and gas production. Mainly due to the presence and in-
vestigations of the petroleum industry (regarding the extraction of hydrocarbons),
the entire northern Gulf’s continental slope has been imaged more intensely with
seismic and acoustic systems than any other similar deep-sea ecosystem. The
result is a growing database since the 1990’s on seismic 3D-data that can be used
by the scientists to study the expulsion sites and migration pathways of the cold
seep fluids in high detail (Roberts et al., 2010).
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3The bathymodiolin symbiosis
3.1 The dominance of bathymodiolin mussels at
vents and seeps
The most dominant molluscs at vents and seeps are the ones of the genus Bathy-
modiolus (Mytilidae, Bathymodiolinae)(Dover & Trask, 2000). Since the origi-
nal characterization of the genus, 22 Bathymodiolus species have been described
(Miyazaki et al., 2010). The ancestors of this genus, that is today so prevailing
at deep-sea ecosystems in the Atlantic, might have used sunken wood and whale
falls as ‘stepping stones’ in order to conquer habitats in the deep-sea (Samadi
et al., 2007). Bathymodiolin mussels maintain symbiotic relationships with sulfur-
and/or methane-oxidizing symbionts (Table 3.1) and harbor their symbionts in
specialized gill cells, the bacteriocytes. The bacteria are located close to the flow
of fresh seawater inside the mussel, being very close to their nutrition source that
comes with the hydrothermal vent fluids filtered by the mussel (Wendeberg et al.,
2011). All bathymodiolin species show a reduction of their digestive system and
gain most of their nutrition from their symbionts. For some, an additional nu-
trition by filter-feeding of particles from the environment has been shown (Page
et al., 1991).
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3.2 Diversity of bathymodiolin mussels in the
Atlantic
The mussels sampled for this work came from the Atlantic and include the bathy-
modiolin species B. azoricus, B. puteoserpentis, B. brooksi and B. childressi. The
first three have a dual symbiosis with sulfur- and methane-oxidizing bacteria,
whereas B. childressi has a single symbiosis with methane oxidizers (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1: Bathymodiolin species from the Atlantic. Adapted from Duperron et al. (2009).
Species name Habitat Sites Symbionts
Symbiont refer-
ence
Host refer-
ence
B. azoricus Vent
Menez Gwen, Lucky Strike,
Rainbow, Broken Spur
(MAR)
SOX,
MOX
(Duperron et al.,
2006)
(Jones et al.,
2006)
B. puteoserpentis Vent
Broken Spur, Snake Pit,
Logatchev (MAR)
SOX,
MOX
(Duperron et al.,
2006)
(Jones et al.,
2006)
B. cf. boomerang Seep
Regab (Gulf of Guinea,
Gabon continental margin)
SOX,
MOX
(Duperron et al.,
2005)
(Olu-Le Roy
et al., 2007)
B. heckerae Seep
West Florida Escarpment
(GoM), Blake Ridge
SOX,
MOX,
MY
(Duperron et al.,
2007a)
(Jones et al.,
2006)
B. brooksi Seep
Alaminos Canyon, Atwater
Canyon (GoM)
SOX,
MOX
(Duperron et al.,
2007a)
(Jones et al.,
2006)
B. childressi Seep
Alaminos canyon, Lousiana
Slope (GoM)
MOX
(Distel &
Cavanaugh, 1994)
(Jones et al.,
2006)
SOX = sulfur oxidizers, MOX = Methane oxidizers, MY = Methylotrophs.
Bathymodiolin mussels form a monophyletic group within the mytilid family,
but the phylogeny of this genus is still under debate. Major questions have not
been solved yet, as for example when and how these animals invaded the deep-sea
environment and how they become isolated to speciate. The high dispersal ca-
pacities of some bathymodiolin species might be explained by their reproductive
strategies, e.g. B. childressi, featuring spawning with a synchronized gametogen-
esis and the production of numerous planctonic larvae (Tyler & Young, 1999).
3.3 Diversity and acquisition of bathymodiolin
symbionts
The transmission of the symbionts is proposed to be horizontally, which means
they are taken up by the mussel host from the environment. The proof of a
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horizontal transmission mode for the symbionts (e.g. by showing a symbiont-
free larval stage) has not been done yet, but there are indications for a life-long
uptake of the symbionts by the mussel: a study by Won et al. (2003) presents
genetic and cytological evidence for the environmental acquisition of thiotrophic
endosymbionts in Bathymodiolus mussels from the MAR. Also, the symbiont-
containing mussel gills grow continuously throughout the mussel life (Neumann
& Kappes, 2003, Cannuel et al., 2009) and preliminary results indicate that the
youngest areas of the gills (the budding-zones) are symbiont-free and get colonized
by symbionts as they grow (unpublished data by C. Wentrup). Additionally, the
genome of the sulfur-oxidizing symbiont of B. puteoserpentis (that has recently
been sequenced) resembles a mixture of genomes rather than belonging to one
genome (unpublished data by Dr. J. Petersen, Dr. E. Pelletier and Dr. V. Barbe).
This also supports the theory of horizontal symbiont transmission, because if the
symbionts get transmitted vertically (from adult to offspring) the bottleneck of
vertical transmission might only allow a few symbionts to colonize the new mussel
(and then spread out by propagation). The mixture of genomes rather points in
the direction of an environmental uptake of many (slightly) different symbiont
phylotypes. Still, how the symbionts are recognized by the invertebrate immune
system and finally get incorporated into the gill cells, is not known.
3.3.1 Sulfur-oxidizing symbionts in bathymodiolin mus-
sels
Most sulfur-oxidizing symbionts of bathymodiolin mussels belong to the γ-proteo-
bacteria and recent phylogenetic studies showed at least 9 different clades, mixed
with free-living bacteria (Dubilier et al., 2008b). This phylogeny most probably
reflects an independent evolution of sulfur-oxidizing symbioses at multiple time
points and in different places. The thiotrophic bacteria of the bathymodiolin
mussels were first discovered in the gills of B. thermophilus (Fiala-Medioni et al.,
1986), characterized by a rod or coccoid shape, a mean diameter of 0.35 μm and
the presence of the RubisCO enzyme (indicating the use of the CBB cycle for
carbon fixation) (Fiala-Medioni et al., 2002). The symbionts are generally host
specific, but based on 16S rRNA gene analysis, there are cases where symbiont
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phylotypes from different host species are highly similar to identical. That is the
case for the symbiosis of the two mussels B. azoricus and B. puteoserpentis, both
containing sulfur- and methane-oxidizing symbionts. The northern provinces of
the MAR (Menez Gwen, Rainbow and Lucky Strike) are colonized by B. azoricus,
whereas B. puteoserpentis is found at the vent sites closest to the equator (Snake
Pit and Logatchev). Both host species co-occur at one site called Broken Spur and
the similarity of their thiotrophic symbionts is very high at the 16S rRNA level
(Duperron et al., 2006). By using a faster evolving marker like the ITS (internal
transcribed spacer) region instead of 16S rRNA, more genetic differences between
the two thiotrophic symbionts became apparent (Won et al., 2003).
Investigations on the metabolic potential of the bathymodiolin thiotrophic
symbiont have recently shown that it can oxidize hydrogen additionally to sulfur
(see Section 1.5). By harboring a symbiont species that uses at least two differ-
ent electron donors for chemosynthetic primary production, the flexibility of the
mussel hosts in respect to local energy source concentrations is increased.
3.3.2 Methane-oxidizing symbionts in bathymodiolin mus-
sels
Methane-oxidizing symbionts were first discovered in B. childressi (Childress
et al., 1986) and represent a monophyletic group inside the γ-proteobacteria,
forming a sister group to the type I methanotrophic bacteria Methylobacter and
Methylomicrobium (Dubilier et al., 2008b). They are bigger in size compared to
the thiotrophs (1.5-2 μm), have centrally stacked intracytoplasmic membranes
(typical for type I and X methanotrophs) and have the key enzyme for aerobic
methane oxidation (shown for B. azoricus symbionts by Pernthaler & Amann
(2004)). The biogeography of the methanotrophs shows no geographically-based
trend. Methanotrophs from the Bathymodiolus mussel from the Gabon Margin
for example are more closely related to the symbionts of B. heckerae (from the
Gulf of Mexico) than to the ones from B. puteoserpentis (from the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge), which are geographically much closer (Petersen & Dubilier, 2009).
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3.3.3 Other bathymodiolin symbionts
Some bathymodiolin mussels harbor additional phylotypes of sulfur and methane
oxidizers or other bacteria inside their gill cells. In the cold seep mussel B. heck-
erae, Duperron et al. (2007b) found a methanotroph, two phylogenetically distinct
thiotrophs and a methylotroph-related symbiont inside the gills. Other studies
at Gulf of Mexico asphalt seeps have found a heterotrophic γ-proteobacterium,
related to Psychromonas, inside B. brooksi mussels. At the same site, the co-
occurring B. heckerae mussels were shown to harbor Cycloclasticus-related bac-
teria in the same bacteriocytes with sulfur and methane oxidizers. This hydro-
carbon degrading bacterium could extend the potential energy sources for the
symbiosis by the degradation of heavy hydrocarbons at asphalt seeps (unpub-
lished data by L. Raggi).
The intracellular bacteria in bathymodiolin mussels found so far are not all
beneficial. The intranuclear parasite ‘Candidatus Endonucleobacter bathymodi-
oli’ infects the nuclei of mussel gill cells (Zielinski et al., 2009). The invaded
cells get disrupted during the life cycle of the parasite and the infection spreads
throughout the whole mussel gill. There is evidence that those gill cells occupied
by sulfur- and methane-oxidizing symbionts are protected against the infection
of the parasite, but this remains to be proven.
3.4 Bacterial response to environmental changes
in bathymodiolin symbioses
The symbionts harbored in the gills of bathymodiolin mussels benefit from the
symbiosis by access to a constant supply of energy sources. The water filtered by
the mussel delivers the energy sources from the hydrothermal vent fluids directly
to the gills. Bacterial distribution and activity seems to be highest in the gill
area, where fluids enter the mussel (Wendeberg et al., 2011). The mussel acquires
organic matter from the symbionts, most probably by digesting them in lysosomal
bodies of the gill cells. This was shown by lysosomic enzyme tests (Boetius &
Felbeck, 1995) and microscopic observations (Barry et al., 2002).
The dissolved gases (e.g. methane, sulfide and oxygen) entering the mussel
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with the water flow can only be transported via advection and diffusion processes
towards the symbiont-hosting bacteriocytes (Childress & Fisher, 1992). Together
with the fact that the bathymodiolin mussels can neither store nutrients in their
blood (like Calyptogena clams (Zal et al., 2000)) nor that their symbionts are
able to store sulfur inside their cells (like the lucinid symbionts (Caro et al.,
2007)) makes the bathymodiolin symbiosis an ideal system for investigating the
response to gradients in energy sources. That means, the availability of energy
sources from the environment is directly reflected in the symbionts nutrition and
from the moment on when the concentration of the energy sources changes, the
symbionts have to cope with this change. Their response to nutritional gradients
can either be a change in metabolic activity (short-term response) or a change in
bacterial numbers (long-term response). In case of a decrease in energy source
concentrations, this long-term response can either lead to the lysis of bacteria
inside host bacteriocytes (Boetius & Felbeck, 1995) or to a release of bacteriocytes
from the gill tissue. The later could lead to a transport of emitted bacteriocytes
to the digestive system of the mussel, but has not been investigated yet. In
case of elevated concentrations of energy sources, bacterial numbers inside the
host can increase either by an uptake of bacteria from the environment, or by a
multiplication of the residual bacteria inside the mussel.
Another advantage of the bathymodiolin system is, that the mussels are very
robust and they survive the retrieval from kilometers down in the deep-sea. At
vent sites such as Menez Gwen at 38’N on the MAR, where the animals live in
about 800 m depth, they can even be kept alive for months in aquaria (Colac¸o
et al., 2011).
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The work presented in this thesis was accomplished within the Priority Program
SPP 1144 (From Mantle to Ocean) funded by the German Research Foundation
(Deutsche Forschungsgesellschaft, DFG). In the scope of this program, I joined
three research cruises and conducted work on board the research vessels and in
the laboratories of the MPI in Bremen. This PhD project aimed to:
1. Establish a reliable and fast quantification protocol for the methane- and
sulfur-oxidizing endosymbionts of bathymodiolin mussels. This included the
optimization and validation of two different quantitative methods (qPCR
and 3D-FISH).
2. Investigate the response of bathymodiolin vent symbionts to a temporal
change in energy source concentrations by in situ transplantation of the
mussel hosts.
3. Study the link between spatial geochemical gradients in the environment
and symbiont abundance in bathymodiolin symbioses at Gulf of Mexico
cold seeps.
After explaining the methods used for this study, the results for the goals
above start with the realization of a suitable quantification protocol for bathy-
modiolin endosymbionts. Further results describe the use of this quantification
protocol in the field. First, to investigate the link between symbiont abundance
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and the availability of their energy sources. In a radical approach, we removed
mussels from Mid-Atlantic Ridge vents from the hydrothermal fluids and starved
them in situ, simulating a temporal change in energy source concentrations. The
next field application was the investigation of symbiont abundances from different
habitats in relation to local concentrations of sulfide and methane. This experi-
ment has been conducted on bathymodiolin mussels from two cold seeps at the
Gulf of Mexico and was accompanied by fine-scale measurements of sulfide and
methane with in situ mass spectrometry at the same sampling sites.
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5Experiments on bathymodiolin
vent and seep symbioses
5.1 Sampling sites
Bathymodiolus mussels sampled for this work came from two hydrothermal vent
fields (Logatchev and Menez Gwen) on the MAR and two cold seeps (Garden
Banks and Green Canyon) from the GoM (Figure 5.1).
The ultramafic-hosted Logatchev hydrothermal vent field, discovered in 1994
by the Russians, is located at 3000 m depth at the Fifteen-Twenty fracture zone
(14◦45’N, 44◦58’W) (Batuev et al., 1995). It contains smoking craters, diffuse flow
sites and inactive areas covered with sulfide sediments (Sudarikov & Roumiantsev,
2000).The Bathymodiolus puteoserpentis mussels were collected in May 2005 at
the Logatchev vent field during cruise M64/2 on the research vessel Meteor. The
mussels were sampled from a diffuse venting site in 3035 m depth (Irina II).
The slow-spreading Menez Gwen ridge segment is about 55 km long and
reaches from 38◦03’N to 37◦35’N. It is characterized by the presence of a large
central volcano that is 700 m high and 15 km in diameter and several small volca-
noes located at its northern end. Two areas of hydrothermal activity are known
along the small volcanoes: A cluster of four vents within the Marine Protected
Area and those studied during the M82-3 cruise. The White Flames site (37◦50’40
N, 31◦31’8 W, -832 m) was sampled for Bathymodiolus azoricus mussels.
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Figure 5.1: Sampling sites for Bathymodiolus mussels - A: Overview of all
sampling sites with three areas highlighted (red dots) that have been sampled for
this study. The B. puteoserpentis mussels used for the method development and
optimization have been collected at the Logatchev hydrothermal vent field (LG).
The mussels were displaced away from their hydrothermal fluid source (B, vent
site Irina II) to a remote area with no access to vent fluids (B, mussel cemetery).
The hydrothermal vent field Menez Gwen (C) has been sampled for B. azoricus
mussels, and these mussels were transplanted back and forth from active venting
(Figure 5.2). D: Cold seeps at the Gulf of Mexico (Garden Banks (GB) and Green
Canyon (GC)), where B. brooksi and B. childressi mussels were collected. The
underwater images are courtesy of the MARUM Bremen and the map is modified
from Nico Augustin (IFM Geomar). The bathymetric map in (C) is courtesy of
Christian Ferreira (Seeflor imaging Group of the MARUM Bremen).
Bathymodiolus mussels from several cold seep habitats were sampled in May
2006 during the CHEMCO III cruise in the northern Gulf of Mexico. The B.
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brooksi and B. childressi mussel samples for this study come from two locations
on the middle continental slope region, namely Garden Banks (GB829, 27◦06’6
N, 91◦09’9 E at -1407 m) and Green Canyon (GC852, 27◦11’1 N, 92◦07’5 E at
-1258 m).
5.2 Transplantation experiments at MAR hy-
drothermal vents
Transplantation experiments have been conducted in situ with MAR vent mus-
sels, taking place at the hydrothermal vent fields of Logatchev and Menez Gwen
(Figure 5.1B, C). At Logatchev, Bathymodiolus puteoserpentis mussels were col-
lected with scoop nets from the active vent site Irina II and were either brought
directly on board (samples from here on called ‘day 0’) or displaced to a designated
area with no hydrothermal activity (Mussel cemetery, 14◦45.20’N, 44◦58.78’W)
for starvation. These mussels have been left without access to hydrothermal vent
fluids for 10 days and were then brought up to the ship (samples from here on
called ‘day 10’).
Another transplantation experiment was conducted with Bathymodiolus azori-
cus mussels from the Menez Gwen hydrothermal vent field. At the White Flames
site (37◦50’40 N, 31◦31’8 W, -832 m) B. azoricus mussels were collected with
scoop nets by the ROV QUEST and transferred into mesh cages. These cages
were placed 80 m apart from the active vent to an inactive area with pillow lava,
where no hydrothermal activity was detected by the ISMS (mussel purgatory,
37◦50’40 N, 31◦31’6 W, -843 m). After a maximum starvation time of 14 days,
some cages containing starved vent mussels were returned into hydrothermal fluid
flow at the White Flames vent site. The sampling procedure (see Figure 5.2) re-
sulted in three different kinds of B. azoricus samples:
• Mussels from the native habitat.
• Transplanted mussels that were sampled at 1-14 days after starvation at
the mussel purgatory.
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• Retransplanted mussels that have been returned after transplantation to the
active vent fluids, where they were allowed to recover for 1-7 days before
sampling.
The mussels that have been retransplanted had starved for different times.
For example, one batch of mussels starved for 10 days and recovered for 2 days,
another batch starved for 13 days and recovered for 4 days, resulting in a different
starvation and recovery time for each mussel batch.
All mussels used for transplantation experiments in Logatchev and Menez
Gwen were collected from single locations. Even so, it is highly impossible that
all mussels from one patch had experienced the same geochemical conditions.
Furthermore, the cages that were used to transplant the mussels had to contain
enough individuals for more than one sampling event, e.g. the sampling of mussels
before and after the retransplantation. As a consequence, the ROV had to find
mussel patches with a sufficient amount of animals, leading to a collection of
samples from different patches at the vent sites.
5.3 Sampling at cold seep habitats at the GoM
B. brooksi and B. childressi mussels were collected at Garden Banks and Green
Canyon cold seeps with metal-ringed nets and mussel pots (Cordes et al., 2010),
or by grabbing several individuals by using the submersible’s manipulator arm.
Environmental data at the sampling sites was recorded with an in situ mass
spectrometer (ISMS, described by Wankel et al. (2010)). The ISMS delivers
online readings of the concentration of diluted volatiles in the seawater from the
location of the remotely operated vehicle (ROV) in the deep-sea. Scientists on
board the research vessel can therefore acquire chemical information on sampling
sites in real-time and plan their sampling strategy accordingly. Using the ROV
manipulator, the ISMS sample inlet was positioned and held in place on the
mussel sampling spots until the ISMS response reached steady state. A total of
five independent sets of measurements were made at each sampling spot prior to
the mussel sampling.
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5.4 Dissection and fixation of mussel gills
The mussels were kept in chilled seawater (8◦C) until they were processed (latest
4 hours after recovery by the ROV). The immediate dissection of the mussels
included subsamples of gill tissue for FISH and qPCR analyses. Subsamples for
FISH consisted of a small part of dissected gill tissue from the middle of the gill
demibranches. Each gill subsample contained several gill filaments still attached
to the mantle to decrease damage during the transport to the home lab. These
gill samples were fixed for FISH in 1 x phosphate buffered saline (PBS: 137 mM
NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4) containing 2% para-
formaldehyde at 4◦C for up to 18 hours. Samples were washed three times in 1 x
PBS for 10 minutes each and transferred to cold PBS/ethanol solution containing
1 x PBS and pure ethanol in equal parts. The FISH-fixed samples were kept at
4◦C on board the research vessel, air-freighted back to the laboratory at 4◦C
and finally stored at -20◦C. Subsamples for qPCR consisted of small gill pieces
(∼200 mg), dissected from several parts throughout the whole gill filament. These
samples were stored immediately at -20◦C in 1.5 ml eppendorf vials.
A unique identifier was given to every sample in the form of barcoded per-
manent stickers. Furthermore, the background information of every sample (e.g.
sampling time, location, fixation procedure, storage) was collected in spread-
sheets. After the cruise, these spreadsheets were submitted to an online database,
making the contextual data of all samples available to the researchers (Hankeln
et al., 2010).
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6Quantification of bathymodiolin
symbionts
6.1 Background information
6.1.1 3-dimensional fluorescence in situ hybridization (3D-
FISH)
6.1.1.1 Quantitative FISH
The FISH method is targeting the 16S ribosomal RNA in cells with specifically de-
signed oligonucleotide probes. These probes (derived from comparative sequence
analysis, see Amann et al. (1995)) are linked to fluorescent dyes, entering the cells
and binding specifically to the 16S rRNA of the cell. Subsequent excitation of
samples under the fluorescent microscope leads to fluorescent emissions that are
detected by the operator. The result is a specific staining of microbial cells, with
the possibility to distinguish between many phylotypes in a given sample (Valm
et al., 2011).
The conventional FISH application for the localization and identification of
microbial cells is based on 2D-imaging of fluorescent signals from a single focal
plane, using wide field microscopy. For microbial quantification with FISH inside
animal tissue, 2D-imaging is not sufficient. Since microbial cells are distributed
3-dimensionally within animal tissue (like the symbiont-host system), microbial
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quantification based on 2D-imaging leads to an underestimation of the bacterial
abundance. If target cells are distributed heterogeneously (which is mostly the
case in biological systems), FISH-based quantification of fluorescent signals in
2D-space is not representative for the whole sample. Laser-scanning microscopy
(LSM) can be coupled with FISH, acquiring fluorescent signals of bacterial tar-
gets throughout the sample planes (3D-FISH) in order to deliver image data
that is representative. The additional advantage of laser-scanning over wide field
microscopy is an adjustable pinhole in the optical path, which allows light collec-
tion almost exclusively from the focal plane and prevents most light causing blur.
This leads to sharper images and better data prior to the software-based image
analysis. Therefore, the possibility to acquire images from many focal planes
together with a high resolution of these images makes the LSM the adequate tool
for studying the abundance and distribution of bacteria in 3-dimensional space.
The procedure of image analysis consists of the following steps for most ap-
proaches (Landmann, 2002):
1. Acquisition of an image or stack of images of the region of interest (ROI).
2. Adjustment of the threshold intensity value to separate features of interest
from the background.
3. Segmentation of the input images to generate the output images.
4. Computation of the data.
The output of the LSM-based FISH is a 3D-image stack that consists of fluo-
rescently labeled target cells, therefore this method was termed 3D-FISH. With
suitable software for the post-processing of these image stacks, the quantitative
information for different bacterial cells in the sample can be assessed.
6.1.1.2 Application and data analysis
Before its application in microbiology, 3D-FISH has been used to investigate
higher order chromatin architecture in cell nuclei (Solovei et al., 2002). Nowa-
days, microbiologists use FISH-based methods to quantify bacteria in many envi-
ronments. In this respect, 2D-FISH has been used for bacterial quantification in
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marine pelagic (Schattenhofer et al., 2009) and benthic (Mussmann et al., 2005)
ecosystems, or artificial habitats like activated sludge (Daims et al., 2001). Also
bacteria inside plants have been investigated by FISH (Ruppel et al., 2006) and
recently, 3D-FISH has been applied to quantify the symbionts of the B. azori-
cus mussel (Halary et al., 2008). These studies show the quantitative potential
of this method, but up to now the quantification of bacteria with 3D-FISH is
not conducted by one accepted protocol but rather solved by each scientist with
different approaches.
Since imaging becomes increasingly important in biological research, with
more and more visual information being contained in the actual image, the trend
has been to replace the subjective human operator with software-based post-
processing of visual data. Software-based image processing is faster, more repro-
ducible and therefore more reliable than visual inspections by human operators
(Meijering & Cappellen, 2007). The challenge in quantitative 3D-FISH lies in
the software-based quantification of bacterial signals, because until now there is
no optimal solution at hand. Many different programs exist to detect fluorescent
signals in 3D-space but the software-based segmentation does not always work
sufficiently. Segmentation refers to the process that analyses the given image and
judges over positive and negative signals (instead of the human operator choosing
those). The output of a ‘segmented image’ contains only signals that surpass a
certain intensity threshold. All signals above this threshold are recognized as
positive signals (and will be quantified during the post-processing) and all sig-
nals below this threshold (negative signals) will not be taken into account for the
quantification. The level of signal intensity chosen for the threshold is defined
by the algorithms of the software. This crucial segmentation step can not yet be
accomplished with all kinds of samples with the same efficiency and is therefore
done by each scientist with a software of choice. There is a wide range of open
source and licensed software, and three of them have been evaluated in depth for
this thesis work and are introduced here.
ImageJ (Image Processing and Analysis in Java) is an open source and
platform-independent image analysis software developed by the National Insti-
tute of Health (NIH) in the USA. It offers great flexibility in image processing
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with over 400 plugins that are available now (Collins, 2007). One of those plu-
gins (SymbiontJ) was used to quantify the endosymbionts in 3D-FISH image
stacks from B. azoricus (Halary et al., 2008). SymbiontJ is a combination of
several other ImageJ plugins including thresholding, filtering, segmentation and
3D-object counting in one application. The operator can load all image stacks in
one folder and SymbiontJ will quantify the bacteria as batch-process, giving out
all results in a spreadsheet.
Daime (Digital Image Analysis in Microbial Ecology) is an open source soft-
ware package developed by Dr. Holger Daims from the Microbial Ecology Group
of the University of Vienna. The version 1.0 used during this evaluation auto-
matically finds 2D and 3D objects in images and confocal image stacks and offers
special functions for quantifying microbial populations and evaluating new FISH
probes. The tool was successfully applied on quantitative analyses of activated
sludge and provided quantitative evidence that functionally linked ammonia and
nitrite oxidizers cluster together in their habitat (Daims et al., 2006). Daime has
a manual and automated threshold option, giving the operator the opportunity
to segment the images manually, if the automated function is not adequate.
PHLIP (Phobia Laser scanning microscopy Image Processor) is a MATLAB
toolbox (Mathworks, 1994) for the automated analysis of multichannel LSM
data, which has been developed by the EU/FP5 funded project PHOBIA and
is free-available. PHLIP has already been used for the quantitative analysis of
biofilms, regarding for example the biovolume and surface-to-volume ratio of bac-
teria (Mueller et al., 2006). In addition, PHLIP offers manual and automated
thresholding and batch processing of all image stacks at once. The advantage
is an intermediate step, at which the operator can check the threshold that has
been set by the automated function and can adjust it easily for the whole batch.
6.1.2 Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR)
Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) has been described as ‘the most
powerful tool for quantitative nucleic acids analysis’ and is another method that
is widely used to quantify microorganisms (Kubista et al., 2006). The PCR
protocol was inspired by nature and employs the mechanisms of natural DNA
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amplification, using the enzyme DNA polymerase to copy the desired piece of
single-strained oligonucleotides in consecutive cycles (Mullis et al., 1986). Higuchi
et al. (1993) improved the basic PCR method with the analysis of PCR kinetics
and the construction of a system that detects PCR products as they accumulate.
This was the birth of qPCR, a method to quantify specific nucleic acids as they
accumulate during PCR.
6.1.2.1 QPCR steps
The possibility of real-time monitoring of the PCR product (and the difference
to common PCR) comes with the use of a fluorescent reporter that binds to the
product formed and reports its presence by fluorescence. SYBR Green (Molecular
Probes) is a fluorogenic dye that emits a strong fluorescent signal when bound
to double-stranded DNA. It is inexpensive, easy to use, and sensitive. It inter-
calates into double-stranded DNA and can be excited by fluorescent light at this
stage (Figure 6.1A). In the qPCR, this leads to an accumulation of fluorescence
with exponential increase. During the initial qPCR cycles, the fluorescent sig-
nal produced is weak and cannot be distinguished from the background but in
the growth phase of the qPCR reaction, the signal increases exponentially. The
point, at which the signal enters this phase, depends on the amount of template
DNA. Therefore, the higher the DNA concentration, the earlier the signal reaches
a particular threshold fluorescence level. The number of cycles required to reach
this threshold is called the CT -value (Figure 6.1B). The intensity of the fluores-
cence signal is linearly correlated with the amount of the target DNA product.
By using a DNA standard with a known concentration of the target nucleotide
sequence (e.g. a piece of the 16S rRNA gene), this linear relationship can be
used to calculate the concentration of target molecules in the unknown sample
by creating a standard curve (Kubista et al., 2006)). After a certain amount
of cycles, the signal saturates, which is due to a decreasing amount of reaction
components, like the polymerase, dNTP’s, primers, etc.
The disadvantage of using SYBR Green as a reporter molecule is, that it will
bind to any double-stranded DNA in the reaction, including primer dimers and
other non-specific reaction products, which can result in an overestimation of the
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target concentration (Dharmaraj, 2006). Because primer dimers are much shorter
than the specific double-stranded DNA product, they melt at lower temperature.
If primer dimers occur, they employ a part of the polymerase during the qPCR
runs for their amplification and therefore lower the amplification efficiency of the
specific product (resulting in a lower amount of product and a smaller melting
curve peak due to lower fluorescence). In order to check for these unspecific prod-
ucts, a melting curve analysis is programmed at the end of the qPCR reaction
to visualize the dissociation of double-stranded qPCR products (Figure 6.1C).
After a qPCR run, it is additionally recommended to sequence the final product
to ensure that the right target sequence was amplified.
6.1.2.2 Application and quality control
Quantitative PCR is today the most sensitive and accurate method for the quan-
tification of nucleic acids (Klein, 2002), is 1000fold more sensitive then dot blot
hybridization (Malinen et al., 2003) and can even detect a single copy of a specific
transcript (Palmer et al., 2003). This method for the quantification of microor-
ganisms is especially popular in the clinical practice of infectious disease, where
the rapid and reliable quantification of pathogens is critical for patient treatment
(Yang & Rothman, 2004). Also in the microbiological field, qPCR has been es-
tablished in the quantification of microorganisms, e.g. in bentic (Leloup et al.,
2007) and pelagic (Labrenz, 2009) marine habitats, mixed-organism assemblages
(Mayfield et al., 2009) and human nutrition, quantifying the bacterial load in
probiotic yogurts (Masco et al., 2007) or pathogens in drinking water (Sen et al.,
2007).
This popularity is reflected in an exponentially increasing amount of publi-
cations containing qPCR-derived data (25.000 publications in 10 years (Taylor
et al., 2010)) linked with decreasing costs for the qPCR chemicals and machines.
The major downside of this publicity is that many researchers are nowadays ex-
pected to deliver qPCR-data additionally to their main research and due to the
diversity in protocols (and lack of experience), this data of different sources is
hard or impossible to judge by reviewers. To unite the scientific community in
the way they do and interpret qPCR, Stephen Bustin and colleagues therefore
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Figure 6.1: The SYBR Green assay and visualization of the qPCR - A:
The SYBR Green assay employs a fluorescent reporter molecule (SYBR Green,
green dots) that binds to double-stranded DNA during the repetitive qPCR cycles
and results in a linear relationship of fluorescence signal and DNA product con-
centration. B: The cycle in which this fluorescence crosses a certain threshold and
enters an exponential phase is called CT -value. The reaction curve enters a plateau
phase when the amount of crucial reaction components (e.g. primers, polymerase,
dNTP’s) is too low. C: The melting curve analysis after a qPCR run helps to iden-
tify unspecific products like primer dimers (1a), which melt at a lower temperature
then the specific product and result in a lower qPCR amplification efficiency for
the product (1b). If no primer dimers are formed, the specific product is amplified
with high efficiency, resulting in more product and a higher fluorescence signal (2).
Images from (A) van der Velden et al. (2003) and (B) Kubista et al. (2006).
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try to establish guidelines for evaluating PCR experiments. These Minimum In-
formation for Publication of Quantitative Real-Time PCR Experiments (MIQE)
guidelines ask the operator of the experiments to provide a list of all chemicals,
sequences, protocols and assay characteristics used. These details, submitted
along with the publication, should help the reviewers in order to better validate
the qPCR effort of the researcher (Bustin et al., 2009, Bustin, 2010). Following
these guidelines, all details concerning qPCR experiments for this thesis work are
included in the Material and Methods chapter.
6.1.2.3 Marker genes for bathymodiolin symbioses
The quantification of microorganisms via qPCR is based on marker genes, which
are the targets that get amplified during the repetitive cycles. These genes have to
be present in all microorganisms studied, and at the same time, contain variable
regions that allow the differentiation between closely related microorganisms.
The most prominent genetic marker used to identify microorganisms is the
ribosomal RNA (rRNA). Being a part of the ribosomes in each living cell, the
rRNA structure and sequence is conserved throughout all domains of live. Ad-
ditionally, the rRNA contains enough variable regions that change at different
rates, allowing phylogenetic analyses from close to distant relationships (Woese,
1987). The small subunit (SSU) of the prokaryotic rRNA contains the 16S rRNA
(1541 nucleotides in E. coli), which has a high information content and parts
with variable sequences (Thiele & Amann, 2011). This marker gene was chosen
to create large phylogenetic databases (like the National Center for Biotechnology
Information, NCBI), giving the researchers the possibility to design primers for
yet unknown organisms.
The 16S rRNA gene can be present in multiple copies in the bacterial chro-
mosome, enabling fast-growing cells to build up their protein factory with higher
efficiency than other cells (Nomura et al., 1977). In case of the bathymodiolin
symbionts, the 16S rRNA operon number is not known yet. This means, that
the 16S rRNA gene as a target for bacterial quantification can only be used
in a relative quantification approach. Because of the unknown number of 16S
rRNA operons in the bathymodiolin symbionts (and also to increase the reli-
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ability of the quantification method itself) I used another phylogenetic marker
gene in the qPCR-based quantification approach, the recA gene. The recA is
a single-copy gene (352 nucleotides in E. coli) that encodes for a protein with
crucial roles for homologous DNA recombination, SOS induction, and mutagen-
esis (Kowalczykowski et al., 1994). It has been found in all free-living organisms,
but some vertically transmitted symbionts (like the symbionts of the Calypto-
gena clam) have undergone reductive genome evolution (RGE) and lost the recA
gene (Kuwahara et al., 2008). The popularity of the recA gene as a phylogenetic
marker has lead to an increased amount of sequences in public databases (almost
9000 sequences available from the functional gene database by now) that can
be used to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships between organisms in addition
to the common 16S rRNA-based approach. While the amount of available se-
quence data for the recA gene is still below that of the 16S rRNA gene, initial
comparisons of their phylogenies suggest congruence (Eisen, 1995).
Additionally to the quantification of symbiont marker genes, I quantified the
18S rRNA gene of the mussel hosts. Comparable to the prokaryotic 16S rRNA
gene, the eukaryotic 18S rRNA is part of the small eukaryotic subunit and a
component of the ribosomes. The 18S rRNA gene has about 1800 nucleotides in
Bivalvia (Meyer et al., 2010) and includes highly conserved as well as variable
regions. The reason for the quantification of this host gene additionally to the
symbiont marker genes was the need of an internal standard for the qPCR-based
quantification. The weight of the mussel gill tissue used for DNA extraction and
subsequent gene quantification could not be determined sufficiently. By ampli-
fying a marker gene of the host as well as symbiont marker genes in the same
sample, the relative amount of symbiont marker genes could be normalized with
the relative amount of the host marker gene, making the procedure independent
of the weight of the gill tissue. For example, if twice the volume of mussel tissue
was used for DNA extraction, the ratio of bacterial to host genes would still be
the same, providing a relative value for the bacterial gene abundance.
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6.2 Overview of quantification protocols used in
this study
Two different approaches based on qPCR and 3D-FISH for the quantification of
bathymodiolin endosymbionts have been evaluated for this study (Figure 6.2).
Originating from an environmental sample (here: the mussel B. puteoserpentis),
gill tissue samples were taken and processed for qPCR and 3D-FISH analyses.
The aim was, to optimize each protocol and to compare their potential in quan-
tifying a proxy for the bacterial abundance, either in terms of symbiont genes
(based on qPCR) or symbiont biovolume (based on 3D-FISH).
6.3 3D-FISH
The goal of the 3D-FISH approach is to quantify the biovolume of the thiotrophic
and methanotrophic symbionts of B. puteoserpentis inside the bacteriocytes. The
necessary steps are described in the following sections and involve the hybridiza-
tion of bacterial 16S rRNA with specific oligonucleotide probes, the data acquisi-
tion at the confocal laser-scanning microscope and the software-based biovolume
quantification.
6.3.1 Specimen preparation
The FISH-fixed gill pieces were embedded in a wax matrix and cut with a micro-
tome to allow access of the probes to the symbiont-containing tissue. I used Steed-
man’s polyester wax (Steedman, 1957) for the embedding, which is a general-
purpose histological embedding medium that combines the advantages of a low
melting temperature (37◦C), negligible tissue shrinkage and is ready to be cut
after one day. Mussel gill tissue consisting of 10-20 filaments was dehydrated in
ascending ethanol concentrations (70% - 80% - 96%), 30 min at room tempera-
ture (RT) for each concentration. The filaments were then placed in a mixture
of Steedman’s wax and ethanol (50/50 v/v) for 60 min at 38◦C followed by three
steps in pure wax for 60 min at 38◦C.
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Figure 6.2: Quantification protocols used in this study - Two protocols
for the quantification of bacteria inside animal tissue. Based on the environmental
sample (here: B. puteoserpentis), tissue samples are processed for the qPCR-based
protocol (green arrows) and the 3D-FISH-based protocol (pink arrows). For the
qPCR-based approach, genomic DNA was extracted from mussel gill tissue and
qPCR was used to quantify symbiont and host marker genes. For the 3D-FISH
approach, gill filaments were dissected and hybridized with specific FISH probes
for the bacterial targets. Confocal laser-scanning microscopy was used to acquire
image stacks from hybridized sections of gill tissue. Post-processing software was
used to visualize the symbionts and to quantify their biovolume.
The block was left to harden over night and was cut with a microtome (Leica,
Germany) in 2-20 micrometer thick sequential sections, which were mounted on
SuperFrost Plus slides (Menzel, Germany). Sections were allowed to dry over
night and then stored at 4◦C.
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6.3.2 Fluorescence in situ hybridization
Specific oligonucleotide probes for the symbionts of B. puteoserpentis have been
designed by Duperron et al. (2006). For dual hybridizations, the probe for
the thiotrophic symbiont BMARt-193 (CGAAGGTCCTCCACTTTA), and the
probe for the methanotrophic symbiont BMARm-845 (GCTCCGCCACTAAGC-
CTA) were labeled with the fluorescent dyes Cy3 and Cy5 (ThermoHybaid, Ger-
many). Both probes hybridize specifically with their target at 35% formamide
(Duperron et al., 2006). EUB338 I-III (Amann et al., 1990, Daims et al., 1999)
and NON 338 (Wallner et al., 1993) were used as positive and negative con-
trols. The slides with gill sections were put in glass trays and rehydrated in three
baths of descending ethanol concentrations (96% - 80% - 70%) for 5 min at RT
each. The air-dried sections were encircled with a rubber pen (pap pen, Kisker
Biotechnology, Germany). Sections were hybridized in a buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 0.02
M Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 0.01% SDS, with the appropriate formamide concentration)
containing probes at an end concentration of 5 ng ml−1. Sections were hybridized
for 3 h at 46◦C, then washed for 30 min at 48◦C with buffer (0.1 M NaCl, 0.02
M Tris/HCl pH 8.0, 0.01% SDS, 5 mM EDTA), then rinsed in distilled water.
To stain all DNA, sections were covered in a 1% DAPI solution, left for 3 min,
rinsed with distilled water and air-dried. Sections were mounted in a mixture of
Citifluor and Vectashield and stored at -20◦C until examination.
6.3.3 Stereological data acquisition
The 3D-FISH quantification approach is based on acquiring image stacks of bac-
teriocytes from the mussel gill and quantifying the symbionts inside these cells.
Recent studies already point out, that the distribution of the symbionts across
the gill is not random, but follows a distinct pattern. This pattern could for
example be due to different energy source concentrations and their accessibility
for the symbionts (Wendeberg et al., 2011). In order to account for this po-
tentially heterogeneous distribution of target cells inside the animal tissue, we
applied the rules of sampling in ordered biological systems as proposed by Weibel
et al. (1966). As the representative structure here (out of 5 patterns that Weibel
described) we selected the polarized structure, because the symbionts show a gra-
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dient like distribution pattern from the ciliated part towards the abfrontal part
of the gill (Figure 7.6). A stereological sampling procedure known as ‘multistage
sampling’ (Weibel, 1979) was applied in order to quantify the volume of the bac-
teria. For the microscopical fields of view, the cross section of the mussel gill
filament was divided into three parts: Ciliated edge, middle, and abfrontal edge
(see Figure 7.5).
From each mussel gill, two filaments have been screened in the ciliated, middle
and abfrontal area of the cross section. For each area, 12 image stacks of bacteri-
ocytes were acquired, leading to 36 image stacks per filament and 72 image stacks
per mussel. All images were taken with the confocal laser-scanning-microscope
LSM 510 (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). To minimize the noise and to keep
the photobleaching low, I selected an acquisition time of 4 s per focal plane and
summed the signal of four scans per focal plane to produce 1024 x 1024 pixel
RGB 8 bit images as a standard procedure for all the applications. The vertical
distance between the focal planes was 0.2-0.3 μm and the image stacks contained
an average of 60 consecutive images.
6.3.4 Biovolume quantification
In the scope of this study I tested three different softwares that are capable of post-
processing fluorescent images in respect to their applicability in reliable symbiont
quantification. After the acquisition of image stacks, these softwares were used to
measures the voxels (colored pixels in 3-dimensional space) of multiple channels
in image stacks. In case of the symbionts of B. puteoserpentis, each image stack
contained the signals of the methanotrophic and thiotrophic symbionts in two
different channels. Depending on the software, the abundance of each symbiont
species was either given in biovolume (PHLIP and SymbiontJ) or percentage
(Daime).
6.3.5 Visualization of bacteria in 3D
Additionally to the quantification of bacteria, I used 3D-FISH data to visualize
the bathymodiolin symbionts in 3D. LSM-data consisting of image stacks of bacte-
riocytes was processed with the Imaris software package (Bitplane, Switzerland),
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using the signal information of serial sections to recreate the spatial distribution
of the symbionts in 3-dimensional space. Furthermore, the software was used to
coat the fluorescent signals of the bacteria with isosurfaces, resulting in maximum
signal intensity of all positive signals and a suitable 3D-image for studying the
bacterial distribution.
6.4 QPCR
6.4.1 Total nucleic acid extraction
The efficiency of the DNA extraction method used to produce the DNA that is
amplified during the qPCR has a direct influence on the results (Smith et al.,
2006). Therefore, three common DNA extraction protocols have been tested in
respect of DNA yield and purity of the product. These protocols were the Qiagen
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany) and the standard pro-
tocol for DNA extraction after Zhou and colleagues (Zhou et al., 1996). The later
protocol has been tested using hexadecylmethylammonium bromide (CTAB) or
polyvinylpolypyrrolidone (PVPP) to remove contaminants from the DNA. Gill
tissue from two different samples has been homogenized in liquid nitrogen to en-
sure efficient cell lysis and afterwards 25 mg of the homogenate have been used
for DNA extraction with the different protocols. The concentration and purity of
the DNA were determined spectrophotometrically by measuring the absorbance
of the DNA extract at 230, 260 and 280 nm with NanoDrop (NanoDrop Tech-
nologies, Montchanin, USA). Based on this preliminary test, all samples for this
study have been processed with the Qiagen Kit for DNA extraction. DNA was
stored in aliquots a` 50 μl at -20 ◦C.
6.4.2 recA sequence analysis
Prior to this study, recA gene sequences of the bathymodiolin symbionts were
not known. One recA gene sequence was available for the sulfur oxidizer Thiomi-
crospira crunogena, which is considered closely related to the thiotrophic Bathy-
modiolus symbiont group based on the 16S rRNA gene. The only available
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methanotrophic recA sequence was that of Methylococcus capsulatus, which is
only distantly related to methanotrophic Bathymodiolus symbionts and other
free-living methanotrophs.
Prior to the recA primer design, I therefore analyzed the recA sequences of
bathymodiolin symbionts in respect to their phylogenetic affiliation to known recA
sequences of free-living bacteria with sequence data from the functional gene
database (http://fungene.cme.msu.edu). For this purpose, recA genes of sym-
bionts from different mussel hosts were amplified with the universal recA primer
set, cloned in E. coli and sequenced. These mussel hosts were B. puteoserpentis,
B. thermophilus, B. childressi and a new Bathymodiolus species that lives in dual
symbiosis with sulfur and methane oxidizers at the southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge
(SMAR). B. thermophilus harbors only sulfur oxidizers and B. childressi has only
methane oxidizers. With the recA sequences of these two mussel species, the recA
sequences obtained from the same dual symbiotic host should be allocated either
to the methanotrophic or thiotrophic co-occurring symbiont type (all in co-work
with K. van der Heijden, unpublished).
6.4.3 Primer design for qPCR
The qPCR requires special primers, because the desired amplicons must be short
and the melting temperature of all primers must be the same because they are
used simultaneously in the same qPCR run. All oligonucleotide primers were
designed with the probe design function in ARB (Ludwig et al., 2004) or by
visually identifying a suitable target in the ARB alignment, using the SILVA small
subunit alignment (Pruesse et al., 2007). The sequences in the ARB alignment
originate from the amplification of the symbiont and host marker genes with
universal primers (see Table 6.1). Specific primers for the 16S RNA and 18S rRNA
marker genes were designed based on these alignments with the SILVA ribosomal
RNA database. Specific primers for the recA genes of the symbionts were designed
by sequence comparison in the ARB alignment of bathymodiolin recA sequences
and known recA sequences of free-living bacteria (Section 6.4.2). After choosing
a suitable oligonucleotide sequence, the NetPrimer software (PREMIER Biosoft
International, www.premierbiosoft.com) was used to determine possible primer
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dimers and calculate melting temperatures. The result of the whole primer design
effort were 3-4 primer pairs per gene target (18S rRNA of the host, 16S rRNA and
recA of the symbionts). In the process of method optimization (tests in qPCR
efficiency, melting curve analysis and gel electrophoresis for each primer pair), one
primer pair for each target gene was chosen for the qPCR-based quantification of
the symbionts.
6.4.4 Quantitative polymerase chain reaction
The DNA extract of the bathymodiolin gill tissue was quantified for marker genes
of the symbionts (16S rRNA and recA) and the host (18S rRNA). 100-fold dilu-
tions from DNA extracts of these environmental samples as well as standards and
negative controls (NTC) were amplified in triplicate in a SYBR Green qPCR as-
say using the specific primers designed for this study. Each 25 μl qPCR reaction
contained 5 μl of template, 12.5 μl of POWER SYBR Green PCR Master Mix
(Applied BioSystems), 0.25 μl of each primer (50 μM stock) and 0.5 μl of fluores-
cein (0.5 μM stock, BioRad) as well as 6.5 μl of sterile water. Polymerase chain
reaction and fluorescence signal detection was performed using the iQ5 multicolor
real-time PCR detection system (BioRad) and iCycler DNase and RNase free 96
well plates (BioRad). An initial denaturation step of 95◦C was followed by 40
cycles of 95◦C for 15 seconds (denaturation) and 60◦C for 1 minute (annealing
and elongation). The subsequent melting curve was recorded by raising the tem-
perature in 0.5◦C steps from 60◦C to 95◦C with a dwell time of 10 seconds per
step.
6.4.5 QPCR standards
For the quantification of marker genes of the mussel and its symbionts with qPCR,
standards of known amounts of template had to be created. Therefore, the sym-
biont and host marker genes (16S rRNA, recA and 18S rRNA) were amplified
via common PCR, using DNA extracted from B. puteoserpentis gill tissue and
universal qPCR primers (see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.1: Universal primers for qPCR - These universal primers
have been used to amplify known sequences of the 16S rRNA, 18S rRNA
and recA target genes in B. puteoserpentis host and symbionts in order to
create standards for the qPCR.
Target
gene
Primer
Organisms used for
primer design
Source
18S rRNA
3F
5R
Macrobiotus hufelandi Giribet et al. (1996)
16S rRNA
GM3F
GM4R
Escherichia coli Muyzer et al. (1995)
recA
RecAF
RecAR
Sodalis glossinidius Dale et al. (2003)
The reaction mixture for the PCR amplifications contained 50 pmol of each
primer, 2.5 μmol of each deoxynucleotide triphosphate, 1x Eppendorf buffer, 1
U of Eppendorf Taq and approximately 200 ng of the genomic DNA template.
The final volume was adjusted to 20 μl with sterile water. The PCR program
consisted of an initial denaturation step at 95◦C for 5 min, followed by 34 cycles
of 95◦C for 1 min (denaturation), 60◦C for 1 min (annealing) and 72◦C for 3
min (elongation), with a final elongation step at 72◦C for 10 min. PCR products
for each target gene were pooled from 6 separate reactions and purified with the
QIAquick PCR purification Kit (QIAGEN, Hilden, Germany).
Because amplification with the universal primers for 16S rRNA and recA in
mussels with dual symbiosis results in a mixture of these genes from sulfur and
methane oxidizers, the PCR products were cloned in E. coli. The ligation was
performed using the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega, USA). The transformation
of E. coli with the ligation product was conducted with the TOPO-TA Kit (In-
vitrogen, USA). After partial sequencing of 96 clones, the phylogenetic affiliation
of the 16S rRNA gene was checked with BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990). The
identification of clones containing the recA gene sequences was done in the same
way as the primer design: by relating the recA clone sequences to other known
bacterial recA sequences (Section 6.4.3). Plasmid DNA of the clones contain-
ing the symbiont gene sequence inserts was extracted using the QiAprep Spin
Miniprep Kit (Quiagen, Hilden, Germany) and the insert size was controlled by
PCR screening with the vector primers M13F and M13R.
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The amount and purity of DNA for all standards was measured with Nano-
Drop and the copy number for each marker gene was calculated, assuming a
molecular mass (MW) of 660 Da for double-stranded DNA, using the following
formula including Avogrado’s number (*):
Copy Number =
∗6.023×1023 (copies·mol−1)× concentration of standard (g·μl−1)
MW (g·mol−1)
Aliquots of these standards were frozen at -20◦C and only used once for qPCR
runs to minimize errors due to DNA degradation. Serial 10-fold dilutions of each
standard were checked in qPCR runs with consecutive melting curve analysis for
their consistency and reproducibility. Only standards with a consistent ampli-
fication rate of 3.2-3.4 cycles from one 10-fold dilution to the next (resulting in
an amplification efficiency of 95-100%) were used in the quantification of marker
genes.
6.4.6 QPCR data analysis
The marker genes in the environmental samples were quantified against the stan-
dard curve using the iQ5 optical system software v.2.0 (BioRad). The iCycler
analysis mode of PCR base line subtracted curve line was chosen to enable an
automatic determination of the baseline and CT -values. The CT value marks
the cycle in which the sample fluorescence crosses a certain baseline and is used
for the relative quantification calculations. For each standard curve, the slope,
y-intercept and the coefficient of determination (R2) were determined by the soft-
ware. The amplification efficiencies (E) of dilution series of the standard were
calculated by using the difference of the CT -values (ΔCT = CT dilution 2 - CT
dilution 1) in the following equation:
E = (10
1
ΔCT − 1) × 100
The CT -values of the symbiont genes (16S rRNA & recA) were normalized
against the CT -values of the host gene (18S rRNA). For this, the comparative
CT method (2-ΔCT ) has been used to calculate the relative abundance of the
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target gene for each sample (Kubista et al., 2006). Therefore, the result of this
quantification effort was the amount of each symbiont marker gene (16S rRNA
and recA) relative to the amount of the host marker gene (18S rRNA) in the
mussel samples.
6.5 Validation of the qPCR-based quantification
of symbionts
In order to validate the optimized qPCR protocol, I quantified two different target
genes (16S rRNA & recA) of the endosymbionts in B. puteoserpentis mussels
and compared their relative abundance. The hypothesis was, that the relative
abundance of the 16S rRNA gene in a sample represents a multiple of the relative
abundance of the single copy recA gene, and that the multiple corresponds to
the number of 16S rRNA operons. The ratio of the relative abundances of the
16S rRNA and recA gene for one symbiont species should not differ in between
samples, because this ratio is independent of the symbiont abundance. This
experiment should therefore (1) validate the qPCR method itself and (2) yield
information about the 16S rRNA operon number of the two different symbiont
species of B. puteoserpentis. Four individuals of B. puteoserpentis were used for
this experiment and represent mussel samples from the Logatchev hydrothermal
vent field (day 0 of the starvation experiment).
6.6 Method comparison - qPCR vs. 3D-FISH
In order to test which method is most suitable for the reliable quantification of
the mussel endosymbionts, I applied quantification approaches based on qPCR
and 3D-FISH on samples from the Logatchev starvation experiment. This exper-
iment was conducted to test the accuracy and reliability of qPCR and 3D-FISH
in the quantification of bathymodiolin endosymbionts. Furthermore, different
regions of the symbiont-containing mussel gill were compared with 3D-FISH in
respect to symbiont biovolume, in order to study the distribution pattern of the
endosymbionts across the gill section.
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The symbionts 16S rRNA gene abundance (measured by qPCR) and their
biovolume per bacteriocyte (measured by 3D-FISH) were studied in six mussels
(three individuals from day 0 and three individuals from day 10 of the starvation
experiment). For the 3D-FISH quantification, cross sections of B. puteoserpentis
gill filaments were hybridized with general and specific FISH-probes for both
endosymbiont species.
6.6.1 Statistical analyses
In order to check whether qPCR and 3D-FISH data can be correlated, the corre-
lation coefficient (R2) was used to explain a linear regression model. In addition,
the Spearman’s rank correlation (ρ) was used to correlate the data. This is a
non-parametric measure of correlation that describes the relationship between
two variables without making any assumptions about the nature of this relation-
ship and is therefore more robust than the parametric correlation coefficient. The
Spearman’s rank correlation is given by the equation:
Spearman’s Rank correlation (ρ) = 1 -
6·∑ d2i
n·(n2−1)
All statistics have been checked with SigmaStat (Version 3.5).
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7Fast and reliable quantification of
bathymodiolin symbionts
This first part of the thesis results deals with the evaluation of two methods
(qPCR and 3D-FISH) for the quantification of bathymodiolin endosymbionts. It
includes the assessment of a suitable software to process the 3D-FISH results and
optimizations on qPCR. In the end, the most suitable quantification approach is
presented and tested on the B. puteoserpentis symbiosis from the MAR.
7.1 Software evaluation for post-processing 3D-
FISH data
After acquiring image data with the confocal laser-scanning microscope, the im-
age stacks of symbiont-containing signals had to be post-processed by suitable
software. For reliable symbiont quantification, the software processes had to be
transparent enough for the operator to understand the different steps that lead to
the results. To reduce subjectivity of the operator, the software also had to offer
automated thresholding of the image stacks. The steps of thresholding and seg-
menting during image quantification are crucial, because they separate positive
signals (here: symbionts) from negative ones (background noise) and therefore
determine the outcome of the whole quantification process. The three softwares
ImageJ (with plugin SymbiontJ), Daime and PHLIP were evaluated in these re-
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spects (see Table 7.1) and used to quantify the thiotrophic and methanotrophic
symbionts in B. puteoserpentis.
Table 7.1: Evaluation of post-processing software for 3D-FISH - Comparison
of three different open-source software packages for the quantification of fluorescent
signals in 2D- and 3D-images.
Software feature SymbiontJ Daime PHLIP
Open source   
Image file type .lsm .lsm .tif stack
2D/3D image processing / / –/
Batch processing  – 
Single processes are
comprehensible for the
operator
– – 
Automated thresholder   
Manual thresholder –  
Biovolume output μm3 percent μm3
Additional features
Independent of
operating system
Testing of FISH probes,
intuitive handling
Surface-to-volume ratio,
colocalization analysis
Reference Halary et al. (2008) Daims et al. (2006) Mueller et al. (2006)
In SymbiontJ, the setting of a threshold to separate positive signals from
background is done automatically for each stack and only visual control is given.
This means that it is not possible to compare or change the thresholds that have
been chosen by the plugin to segment the images. For this reason, this soft-
ware was not applied further in the quantification approach. With the software
Daime, automatic thresholding was not sufficient, because the software was too
inaccurate in the detection of the small hybridization signals of the sulfur oxidiz-
ers. The manual thresholder was not an option due to time constrains. Also, a
batch processing of many image stacks at a time was not available. Due to these
restrictions, the Daime software was not used.
The software package PHLIP offers manual and automated thresholding and
batch processing of all image stacks at once. The advantage is an intermediate
step, at which the operator can check the threshold that has been set by the
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Figure 7.1: The MATLAB package PHLIP - Segmentation results of the
methanotrophic symbiont fraction in a bacteriocyte of B. puteoserpentis, using the
automated threshold option of PHLIP. Areas in red are positive signals that are
taken into account by the software for the bacterial quantification in 3D.
automated function and can adjust it easily for the whole batch (see Figure 7.1).
Additionally, PHLIP informs the user about the exact threshold value and there-
fore enables comparisons between image stacks. This transparency of processes
for the operator and the efficient quantification of the symbiont signals in a batch
qualified this software for post-processing of the bathymodiolin symbionts in this
thesis work.
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7.2 QPCR optimizations
7.2.1 Evaluation of DNA extraction efficiency
Three common DNA extraction protocols have been used to extract genomic
DNA from B. puteoserpentis mussels and were evaluated in regard to DNA yield
and purity. The purity of the DNA extract is given by the ratio of A260/A280
(protein contaminations) and A260/A230 (humic acid contaminations). Whereas
the purity of all DNA extractions is comparable (Table 7.2), the extraction of
genomic DNA with the QuiaQuick Blood & Tissue Kit yielded the highest amount
of DNA per amount of gill tissue and was therefore used for all DNA extractions
during this study.
Table 7.2: Evaluation of DNA extraction methods - Results of the DNA
extraction evaluation, including the protocols of the QuiaQuick Blood & Tissue
Kit and two different version of the Zhou et al. protocol.
DNA extraction method DNA yield A260/A280 A260/A230
QuiaQuick Blood & Tissue Kit
Sample 1: 7.8 ng per μg tissue
Sample 2: 4.1 ng per μg tissue
2.08
2.03
2.27
2.19
Zhou et al. (CTAB 2%)
Sample 1: 1.6 ng per μg tissue
Sample 2: 1.1 ng per μg tissue
2.04
2.01
2.12
2.09
Zhou et al. (PVPP)
Sample 1: 2.4 ng per μg tissue
Sample 2: 1.8 ng per μg tissue
2.05
2.05
2.37
2.26
7.2.2 recA sequence analysis of Bathymodiolus symbionts
Amplification and cloning of the recA gene of Bathymodiolus symbionts using
universal recA primers yielded sequences of 690-715bp length. The alignment of
these sequences to other recA sequences of free-living bacteria and subsequent
maximum-likelihood analysis resulted in 5 well separated clone groups for the
recA sequences from 4 Bathymodiolus hosts (Figure 7.2). These groups separated
in two sister groups: one sister group contained two clone groups separated ac-
cording to the host species B. puteoserpentis (one group) and B. childressi and
the new Bathymodiolus species from the SMAR (one group). The other sister
group also contained well separated clone groups that were derived from the host
species B. thermophilus, B. puteoserpentis and the new Bathymodiolus species
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from the SMAR. The symbionts of B. thermophilus and B. childressi are sepa-
rated in two sister groups. Because B. thermophilus symbionts are thiotrophic,
while B. childressi symbionts are methanotrophic, we suggest that one of the two
sister groups represents thiotrophic Bathymodiolus symbionts while the other one
represents methanotrophic symbionts.
According to this phylogenetic tree, all Bathymodiolus symbionts form a
monophyletic group that is closest related to the sulfur oxidizer Thiomicrospira
crunogena. This seems to contradict the 16S rRNA phylogeny of these groups,
however, the data basis for recA genes is still small and this picture may change
in the future, when more recA sequences will be available.
7.2.3 Primer evaluation
The evaluation of the designed primer pairs for qPCR included qPCR efficiency
tests, melting curve analysis and product inspection with gel electrophoresis. For
each target gene (16S rRNA, recA and 18S rRNA) a minimum of 3 primer pairs
were designed and tested in this respect. The qPCR runs indicated, that even
qPCR primer pairs designed for the same target gene can differ in their amplifi-
cation efficiency (Figure 7.3a). This difference could be due to the formation of
primer dimers, as it is indicated by the melting curves (Figure 7.3c). A decrease
of the amplification efficiency due to primer dimers was apparent for primer pair
1 in the example given in Figure 7.3c (red curves). Furthermore, the decreased
amplification efficiency of primer pair 1 lead to a lower amount of product and a
weaker band in the gel electrophoresis, compared to primer pair 2 (Figure 7.3b).
Only primer sets that showed a clean single peak in their melting curve (in-
dicating the amplification of one specific product only), possessed a repeatable
qPCR efficiency of ≥95% and amplified the right target (proved by direct se-
quencing) were considered for qPCR application. The primers used for the am-
plification of target genes in this study are listed in Table 7.3. Bathymodiolin
hosts and symbionts which can be targeted by the 18S rRNA and 16S rRNA
primers used in this study are listed in Table 7.4.
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Figure 7.3: Primer evaluation for qPCR - Two primer pairs are compared:
(a) in their qPCR efficiency, (b) in the sizes and product yields of their products and
(c) in their melting curve behavior. Primer pair 1 shows a lower qPCR efficiency
compared to primer pair 2 (a), less amount of product after PCR amplification (b)
and an additional small peak in the melting curve which is an indication for primer
dimer formation (c).
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Table 7.4: Gene targets of the specific qPCR primers designed
for this work - Data on south Mid-Atlantic Ridge symbioses (SMAR)
from K. van der Heijden, unpublished data. Species and sequences
printed in bold are organisms used in this study.
Organisms & target gene Sequence accession number
Mussel host, 18S rRNA gene
Bathymodiolus azoricus AY649822
Bathymodiolus brooksi AY649825
Bathymodiolus puteoserpentis AF221640
Bathymodiolus childressi AF221641
Bathymodiolus brevior AY649824
Bathymodiolus tangaroa AY649820
Bathymodiolus mauritanicus AY649828
Bathymodiolus marisindicus AY649818
Bathymodiolus aff. thermophilus AY649823
Bathymodiolus heckerae AY649830
Bathymodiolus thermophilus AY649829
Bathymodiolus sp. AY649819
Thiotrophic symbiont, 16S rRNA
gene
Bathymodiolus azoricus /
B. puteoserpentis symbiont
AM083974
Bathymodiolus brooksi symbiont AM236331
Bathymodiolus mauritanicus FM213421
Bathymodiolus heckerae AM236328
Bathymodiolus thermophilus M99445
Bathymodiolus sp. (SMAR 5◦S / 9◦S) unpublished data
Methanotrophic symbiont, 16S
rRNA gene
Bathymodiolus azoricus /
B. puteoserpentis symbiont
AM083950
Bathymodiolus brooksi symbiont AM236330
Bathymodiolus childressi symbiont AM236329
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7.3 Relative quantification of 16S rRNA and recA
genes in B. puteoserpentis symbionts
The relative quantification of the 16S rRNA and recA genes in 4 samples of B.
puteoserpentis showed a consistency of the relative abundance of the 16S rRNA
to recA ratio (Figure 7.4). The thiotrophic symbionts (SOX) display a ratio of of
16S rRNA to recA of about 1 (R2=0.9987, p<0.001), whereas the methanotrophic
symbionts (MOX) show a ratio of about 8 (R2=0.999, p<0.001). Furthermore,
the relative abundances of both marker genes show consistently, that the abun-
dance of sulfur and methane oxidizers is different from animal to animal (intra-
species variability). The standard deviation of the qPCR abundances quantified
in triplicates for the same sample was below 8% for all samples.
7.4 Method comparison - qPCR vs. 3D-FISH
In the hybridized gill cross sections of B. puteoserpentis mussels, signals of the
specific FISH probes were restricted to the bacteriocytes. The probe specific for
the methanotrophic symbiont hybridized with larger cells whereas the thiotrophic
probe bound to smaller cells.
The FISH-signals showed a heterogeneous distribution of symbionts through-
out the gill filaments of mussels from the active vent site (day 0, Figure 7.5B).
Whereas the methanotrophic symbionts were distributed with no distinct pat-
tern across the filament section, the sulfur-oxidizing bacteria were concentrated
towards the ciliated edge. This distribution pattern of the sulfur-oxidizing sym-
biont was congruent with earlier observations on bathymodiolin endosymbiont
distribution (Fiala-Medioni et al., 1986). Gill filaments of starved mussels dis-
played a reduction in host tissue and symbiont abundance and no structured
distribution of bacteria could be observed (day 10, Figure 7.5B). The mean bio-
volume of both endosymbionts in ciliated edge, middle part and abfrontal edge
of the gill filament cross section showed huge variations between the individual
mussels. This was reflected by large error bars and non-significant results (p>0.1)
for all comparisons between day 0 and day 10 (Figure 7.5A). The most promi-
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Figure 7.4: Relative abundances of the 16S rRNA and recA genes in B.
puteoserpentis symbionts - Comparison of the relative abundance of two target
genes (16S rRNA & recA) of endosymbionts in B. puteoserpentis individuals. Each
pair of bars represents the abundance of the 16S rRNA and recA gene in one mussel
gill sample, showing in total the gene abundances in 4 samples.
nent though insignificant differences were seen for the biovolumes of thiotrophic
(p=0.1153) and methanotrophic (p=0.1310) symbionts at the ciliated edge region
of the gill filament cross section.
In contrast to the 3D-FISH results, the relative 16S rRNA abundance of the
endosymbionts (Figure 7.5C) showed a significant decrease from day 0 to day 10
of the starvation experiment (p<0.05 for both symbionts). Correlating the 3D-
FISH and qPCR results, that means analyzing how the symbionts biovolume is
coupled to the relative 16S rRNA gene abundance in the same samples, showed
the following picture: the gene abundance and the biovolume for all stereological
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Figure 7.5: QPCR vs. 3D-FISH - Quantification of B. puteoserpentis methan-
otrophic (MOX) and thiotrophic (SOX) endosymbionts with 3D-FISH and qPCR
(n=3, error bar = SD). A: Mean biovolume of SOX (green) and MOX (red) sym-
bionts in bacteriocytes from different parts of mussel gills from Logatchev star-
vation samples. B: Mussel gill cross sections from day 0 and 10 of the starvation
experiment, hybridized with specific FISH-probes for SOX (green) and MOX (red).
Nuclei are stained with DAPI (blue).C: Relative quantification of the symbionts
16S rRNA gene with qPCR on the same samples as (A). The corresponding p-
values for the t-tests done on the significant difference between day 0 and day 10
samples are plotted above the bars.
sampling areas displayed a positive correlation, pointing out that individuals
with a higher number of 16S rRNA gene copies for a symbiont species also have
a higher biovolume of this symbiont in their bacteriocytes. The most significant
correlation (correlation coefficient and non-parametric Spearman’s rho) was given
when correlating the biovolume determined in the ciliated edge region of the
mussel gill with the 16S rRNA gene abundance of the symbionts (Table 7.5).
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Table 7.5: Correlation between qPCR and 3D-FISH results - Correlation
between the abundance of the bacterial 16S rRNA gene and the biovolume of the
thiotrophic (SOX) and methanotrophic (MOX) symbionts inside the bacteriocytes of
certain areas of the gill filament has been statistically evaluated using the correla-
tion coefficient (R2) and the Spearman’s correlation (ρ). The p-values relate to the
Spearman’s correlation.
Mussel gill
area
Symbiont
Correlation co-
efficient (R2)
Spearman’s
correlation (ρ)
p-value
Whole filament
SOX
MOX
0.8663
0.5302
0.829
0.657
0.059
0.175
Ciliated edge
SOX
MOX
0.9359
0.5682
0.943
0.714
0.002
0.136
Middle part
SOX
MOX
0.8644
0.5180
0.829
0.657
0.005
0.175
Abfrontal edge
SOX
MOX
0.5244
0.5343
0.771
0.657
0.103
0.175
7.5 The Logatchev starvation experiment
Having identified the ciliated edge as the most suitable area of the gill filament
for the quantification of the endosymbionts via 3D-FISH, the effect of 10 day
in situ starvation on these bacteria was investigated. Quantification of two
symbiont marker genes (16S rRNA and recA) displayed significant loss of abun-
dance over the course of the 10 days while the ratios between those genes within
mussel individuals remained constant (Figure 7.6). The thiotrophic symbionts
gene abundance decreased with 96,6% (16S rRNA) and 97,5% (recA) and the
methanotrophic symbiont even showed a 99% decrease in relative gene abun-
dance (16S rRNA and recA) after 10 days of starvation. In terms of biovolume,
the thiotrophic symbionts lost 65,3% and the methanotrophic symbionts 74,2%
of their biovolume inside the bacteriocytes after the starvation experiment. The
overall distribution of the endosymbionts inside the host bacteriocytes was not
influenced by the starvation, displaying the thiotrophic symbionts at the apical
edge and the methanotrophic symbionts on the basal edge of the bacteriocytes
(Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.6: Logatchev starvation experiment - The effect of in situ starvation
on endosymbionts of B. puteoserpentis. The relative gene abundance of the sym-
bionts 16S rRNA and recA genes dropped down to 1% after 10 days of starvation
(bars) whereas the biovolume (triangles) decreased only to 35% (sulfur oxidizers,
SOX) and 26% (methane oxidizers, MOX).
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Figure 7.7: Symbiont distribution inside host bacteriocytes - Representa-
tive examples for bacteriocytes from B. puteoserpentis mussels of day 0 and day 10
of the Logatchev starvation experiment. The symbionts were stained with specific
FISH probes for thiotrophic (green) and methanotrophic (red) bacteria. Image
stacks of hybridized mussel gill sections were processed with Imaris software, cov-
ering positive FISH-signals in 3D with isosurfaces for better visualization.
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8Quantitative response of vent
symbioses to in situ starvation
and recovery
The transplantation experiment (see scheme in Figure 5.2) at the Menez Gwen
hydrothermal vent field at the MAR yielded B. azoricus mussel samples from the
active vent site (day 0), starved mussels (transplantation day 2-14) and retrans-
planted mussels (retransplantation day 1-7).
Displayed in Figure 8.1 are the results of this transplantation experiment
in respect to the relative abundance of the symbiont 16S rRNA gene. Trans-
plantation resulted in a significant drop of the thiotrophic (down to 26,6%) and
methanotrophic (down to 35,0%) symbiont abundance after 14 days of in situ
starvation (p<0.05 for methanotrophs and thiotrophs). The group of retrans-
planted mussels showed no significant trend of symbiont number recovery 7 days
after retransplantation. In one case, mussels have been collected from the same
cage, meaning that there is quantitative information on the symbiont abundance
before and after retransplantation for these individuals (see Figure 8.1). Mussels
sampled from this cage showed a significant increase of methanotrophic sym-
bionts after 4 days of recovery (p<0.05), while the thiotrophic population did not
recover.
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9Linking the abundance of cold
seep endosymbionts to geofuel
availability
Prior to the mussel sampling, sulfide and methane concentrations have been mea-
sured in two GoM habitats Green Canyon and Garden Banks with the in situ
mass spectrometer (ISMS). The quantification of each diluted volatile was differ-
ent in respect to the accuracy. The results for the methane measurements were
rather precise, while the sulfide concentrations were given in a range (see Table
9.1). These measurements showed 10 times more sulfide in the sampled fluids
from Green Canyon than at the Garden Banks seep. In contrast to that, the
methane concentrations at the Garden Banks site were up to twice as high as
at Green Canyon. Results of the relative quantification of methanotrophic sym-
bionts in B. childressi and methano- and thiotrophic symbionts in B. brooksi gill
tissue are displayed in Figure 9.1.
The relative abundance of the symbionts 16S rRNA gene displayed a high
heterogeneity in all mussel samples, even from within the same sampling spot.
Comparing the symbiont abundances of the two habitats, the B. brooksi mussels
showed on average a higher abundance of sulfur oxidizers at the Green Canyon
site (p=0.101) and a lower abundance of methane oxidizers (p=0.073). In B. chil-
dressi mussels, this difference in symbiont abundances between the two habitats
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Table 9.1: Location of GoM samples and ISMS dataa - Sampling locations at
the GoM with information on how many mussels have been sampled and the amount of
methane and sulfide measured with the ISMS at the sampling sites.
Location Lat./Long. Depth
B. brooksi
samples
B. childressi
samples
Methane conc.
Sulfide
conc.
Green Canyon
(GC852)
27◦06’6 N/
91◦09’9 E -1407 m 8 11 179±96 μM
∼100 μM
- 1.21 mM
Garden Banks
(GB829)
27◦11’1 N/
92◦07’5 E -1258 m 6 6 341±107 μM
∼10 μM
- 150 μM
a ISMS data from Prof. Peter Girguis (Harvard University), mussel sample reference from Cordes et al. (2010).
was even more distinct, with a significant higher abundance of methanotrophic
symbionts at the Garden Banks site (p=0.018). Despite the heterogeneity of sym-
biont abundances from the same sampling area, mussels from the Green Canyon
site (high sulfide, low methane) contained on average more thiotrophic symbionts
and less methanotrophic symbionts than mussels from the Garden Banks site
(high methane, low sulfide). Comparing the methanotrophic abundances in B.
brooksi and B. childressi, a higher abundance of methanotrophic symbionts in the
B. brooksi mussels from Green Canyon (p=0.006) and Garden Banks (p=0.0519)
was visible.
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availability
Figure 9.1: Mussel symbioses from the Gulf of Mexico - Relative symbiont
abundance in two co-occurring seep mussel species from the Gulf of Mexico. The
dual symbiosis of B. brooksi and the single symbiosis of B. childressi mussels were
studied at the Green Canyon and Garden Banks cold seeps. Each bar (B. childressi)
or each pair of bars (B. brooksi) represents the relative symbiont abundance from
a single mussel individual.
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9.1 Fast and reliable quantification of bathymodi-
olin symbionts
9.1.1 Distribution of symbionts in the Bathymodiolus gill
3D-FISH was successfully applied in this thesis work to study the distribution
of the endosymbionts inside the B. puteoserpentis mussel. The thiotrophic sym-
bionts were located in a gradient-like distribution across the gill cross section,
showing the highest abundance at the ciliated edge and the lowest abundance at
the abfrontal edge of the gill filament. The ciliated edges of the filaments repre-
sent the region of the mussel gills that is in closest contact to the water that is
freshly inhaled by the mussel and that is rich in oxygen and energy-rich volatiles.
In contrast to this, the methanotrophic symbionts were distributed more evenly
across the gill section (Figure 7.5B). Additionally, the thiotrophic symbionts were
located in the apical part of the bacteriocytes, which is in close contact to the
respiratory surface of the gill filament. The methanotrophic symbionts on the
other hand occured closer to the basal edge (Figure 7.7). Both observations in-
dicate, that the thiotrophic symbionts prefer a short distance to the fresh water
that contains oxygen and electron donors for chemosynthetic primary produc-
tion. No studies exist so far on the accessibility of methane and sulfide for the
symbionts at different locations in the gill and how efficiently the energy sources
are taken up. Still, these results are congruent with studies on the bacterial ac-
tivity inside the B. puteoserpentis gills that showed a higher symbiont activity at
the ciliated edge of the gills (Wendeberg et al., 2011). The location-dependent
activity and abundance of symbionts across the mussel gill indicates differences
in energy source availability for different areas of the gill. This could mean that
symbionts, once they have been taken up by the mussel host and were incorpo-
rated in bacteriocytes, grow and multiply inside the bacteriocytes according to
the spatial availability of energy sources inside the gill, leading to the hetero-
geneous distribution of symbionts across gill filament sections observed in this
study.
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9.1.2 Symbiont biovolume in B. puteoserpentis
Additionally to the study of bacterial distribution, 3D-FISH was used to quantify
the biovolume of bathymodiolin symbionts inside the bacteriocytes of the mus-
sel gill tissue. This was a relative quantification approach. First of all, there is
no software yet that can reliably detect the shape of bacterial cells in 3D-space.
As outlined in Section 6.1.1, even the segmentation of images and the differen-
tiation of positive and negative signals in 3D is already a huge challenge. For
the detection and absolute quantification of bacterial cells, the software would
additionally need to recognize the shape of (potentially overlapping) targets in
3D. More over, the fluorescent signals of the bathymodiolin sulfur oxidizers were
below the resolution limit of the LSM 510, leading to an inability to resolve sin-
gle thiotrophic cell structures. Therefore, I used the 3D-FISH method for the
relative quantification of bacterial cells (in terms of biovolume), rather than to
attempt to detect absolute cell numbers. In theory, knowledge of the bacterial
biovolume could be used to calculate cell numbers, but only if the bacterial cell
size is homogeneous. This is not the case for the sulfur-oxidizing symbionts and
the quantification based on biovolume is therefore a common approach, which
was already applied in the quantification of thiotrophic symbionts in B. azoricus
mussels (Halary et al., 2008).
The advantage of having a local visualization of the bacterial targets is at the
same time the biggest disadvantage of this method for bacterial quantification.
Microscopic cross sections of individual gill filaments represent a spatially very
limited fraction of the whole gill (Figure 6.2). Many gill filaments sampled in
various regions of the gill and a large amount of image stacks would be necessary
to ensure statistically significant sampling. In addition, the heterogeneous distri-
bution of symbionts in bacteriocytes across the gill sections accounted for huge
differences of quantified symbiont biovolume within the same sample, represented
in the large error bars of the bacterial biovolume in Figure 7.5. The number of
72 image stacks per animal that was used in this study was not enough to re-
solve the large variance of biovolume in bacteriocytes and can hardly stand as
representative quantification unit for the whole mussel. The application of the 3D-
FISH quantification on starved mussels showed a decrease in biovolume of both
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endosymbionts (Figure 7.6), but not with the same magnitude as the decrease
of the marker genes (quantified with qPCR). Together with the comparatively
large variance of the biovolume in the bacteriocytes, this demonstrated the lower
level of resolution of the 3D-FISH data compared with the qPCR data and the
drawback of this stereological method when applied on heterogeneous distributed
targets inside a biological system.
9.1.3 Quantification of symbiont marker genes with qPCR
The qPCR-based protocol for the quantification of bathymodiolin symbionts was
validated by the quantification of two symbiont marker genes (see Section 7.3).
The consistent ratio between the relative abundances of the 16S rRNA and recA
genes for each symbiont species in individual mussels demonstrated the reliability
of this quantification protocol. After this validation, the quantification of bathy-
modiolin symbionts with only one marker gene was suffient. I’ve therefore chosen
to use the 16S rRNA gene as target for further quantitative analyses with qPCR,
because future primer design based on 16S rRNA is facilitated by quality checked
and aligned rRNA databases with many sequences (compared to recA databases).
Independent of which target gene is used for qPCR-based quantification of
the symbionts, this approach does not yield absolute cell numbers. The abso-
lute quantification of target genes or the relation to cell numbers is hindered, if
multiple operons are present. The ribosomal RNA database (rrnDB) contains
estimates of the number of 16S rRNA operons for 785 bacterial and 69 archaeal
strains and shows a range of 1 to 15 16S rRNA copies per genome (Lee et al.,
2009). From the bacteria present in the database, 40% have either one or two
16S rRNA operons and 11% percent have eight or more 16S rRNA operons.
The latter group consists exclusively of bacteria in the phylum Firmicutes and
the class γ-proteobacteria. The closest relative in this database to the bathy-
modiolin thiotrophic symbiont is Thiomicrospira crunogena, a sulfur-oxidizing
γ-proteobacterium which has 3 operons of the 16S rRNA gene. This low amount
of 16S rRNA operon numbers is comparable with the detection of only one copy
of the 16S rRNA gene in the thiotrophic symbiont of B. puteoserpentis. The
closest relative to the methane-oxidizing symbiont in the database is Methylococ-
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cus capsulatus, a methylotrophic γ-proteobacterium that has 2 copies of the 16S
rRNA gene. This seems to contradict my results of multiple 16S rRNA oper-
ons in the methanotrophic symbiont, but Methylococcus capsulatus is only very
distantly related to the B. puteoserpentis methanotrophic symbiont (shown with
phylogenetic analyses on bathymodiolin methanotrophic symbionts by Petersen &
Dubilier (2009)). The database for 16S rRNA operon numbers in bacteria is still
small and knowledge on the 16S rRNA gene copies in bathymodiolin symbionts
may increase in the future with the availability of more genome sequences.
A second factor that can lead to an overestimation of cell numbers is the pres-
ence of multiple genomes. The occurrence of multiple operons has for example
been shown in the human pathogen Neisseria gonorrhoeae, probably ensuring a
rapid propagation of the pathogen in its host (Tobiason & Seifert, 2006). Further-
more, the sulfur-oxidizing symbiont of Codakia orbicularis (Bivalvia, Lucinidae)
shows an increase in genome copies per cell as a reaction to changing concen-
trations in energy sources (Caro et al., 2009). In case of the bathymodiolin
symbionts, no knowledge exists on the number of genome copies per cell. This
might change in the future, because there is ongoing effort in the Symbiosis Group
at the MPI for the isolation and separation of the symbionts of B. puteoserpen-
tis. Isolated symbiont fractions could be analyzed with flow cytometry (FCM)
to determine their size and nucleic acid content and investigate the occurrence of
multiple operons (Caro et al., 2007).
The quantitative information on the 16S rRNA operon number of the en-
dosymbionts can be used to draw conclusions about the life style of both species.
In general, organisms with one or a few ribosomal operons tend to be slow-
growing and organisms with more operons tend to be fast-growing species (Lee
et al., 2009). An example for the latter is the fast growing γ-proteobacterium
E.coli, containing 7 operons for the 16S rRNA gene (source: rrnDB) and growing
with a generation time of about 20 minutes (Cooper & Helmstetter, 1968). The
methanotrophic symbiont of Bathymodiolus (possibly containing 8 copies of 16S
rRNA operons) could therefore be able to grow faster than the thiotophic sym-
biont. Compared to the symbiont distribution in the mussel gills (Section 9.1.2),
this could explain why the methanotrophic symbiont inhabits bacteriocytes of
the whole gill cross section. After the process of symbiont incorporation into
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the mussel gill cells, the methanotrophic symbionts could be able to propagate
faster than the co-occuring thiotrophic symbiont (possibly containing only one
16S rRNA operon). Only at the ciliated edge of the gill filaments, where energy
sources are most optimal for the thiotrophic symbiont, this species might be able
to dominate the space given by the bacteriocytes.
9.1.4 Method of choice: QPCR
The qPCR assay developed in the scope of this study has proven to be a suit-
able tool for the relative quantification of bacteria inside animal tissue. After
the necessary evaluation of this method for the B. puteoserpentis symbiosis, the
symbiont and host marker genes could be quantified and used as a proxy for the
bacterial abundance. The reliability of this method was proven by three factors:
high analytical specificity, good accuracy in determining gene abundances and
repeatability of the results. The analytical specificity characterizes the specific
detection of target sequences versus non-target sequences, which was checked by
sequencing the end products of the qPCR amplifications. By strictly following
the guidelines for qPCR by Bustin et al. (2009), I was regularly able to directly
sequence the desired genes successfully after qPCR runs, indicating that the ana-
lytical specificity of my symbiont quantifications was always high. By employing
two different target genes, I validated the abundance results of the qPCR experi-
ments. The stability of the ratio between 16S rRNA and recA gene abundances in
all samples demonstrated very high accuracy of the method. Finally, repeatability
of the measurements was evidenced by only 8% variation of the abundance results
between triplicate measurements, which is lower than other published qPCR vari-
ations (e.g. 20% variation in triplicate qPCR measurements by Zemanick et al.
(2010)).
Compared to the 3D-FISH quantification protocol, the tissue sampling for
qPCR is much easier and faster, because the morphology of the tissue does not
have to be preserved. And due to the high-throughput nature of the qPCR
assay, multiple sampling points across the animal tissue (Figure 6.2) result in
a good representation of the subsamples in respect to the whole animal. With
qPCR, the total nucleic acid content of many different areas across the animal
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tissue is sampled, whereas with 3D-FISH, comparatively very small and only a
few sampling points have to represent the quantitative symbiont information for
the whole animal. Concluding from these results, qPCR is recommended as the
method of choice for the relative quantification of bathymodiolin symbionts.
9.2 Quantitative response of vent symbioses to
in situ starvation and recovery
A key question of this study was, how the bathymodiolin symbiont abundance
is related to the availability of energy sources in the environment. We first ad-
dressed this question by investigating, if we could trigger any response at all of
the bathymodiolin symbionts by starvation, how fast this response takes and how
severe it is. For this purpose, we simulated a radical temporal decrease in the
energy sources of the symbionts by removing mussels from sites of active venting
to sites without hydrothermal influence. These experiments were conducted on
B. puteoserpentis mussels from Logatchev and B. azoricus mussels from Menez
Gwen, both hydrothermal vent fields at the MAR.
The results showed for both mussels species a significant drop in symbiont
abundance upon starvation. The thiotrophic and methanotrophic populations
of B. puteoserpentis were almost completely depleted after 10 days of starvation
(Section 7.5) and both symbiont species in the B. azoricus mussels were left with
about 30% of their original abundance after 14 days of starvation (Section 8). The
depletion of the endosymbionts can happen 1) via cell lysis in the bacteriocytes of
the gill or 2) the release of whole bacteriocytes from the gill tissue. The lysosomal
digestion of symbionts in host bacteriocytes has been observed in different stud-
ies with cytochemistry and electron microscopy, e.g. on B. thermophilus mussels
(Boetius & Felbeck, 1995) and on B. azoricus mussels (Ka´da´r et al., 2007). In
contrast to that, there is no scientific data on the release of host bacteriocytes.
In some cases, detached bacteriocytes have been observed in FISH-fixed sam-
ples of bathymodiolin gill tissue (unpublished data by A. Wendeberg) but this
could also be an artifact of the fixation process itself. In this study, the distri-
bution pattern of the two bacterial species inside B. puteoserpentis bacteriocytes
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remained the same after starvation (Figure 7.7) and there were no indications
on whole bacteriocyte loss across the gill sections. Therefore, I conclude that
the mussel host digested the endosymbionts with high efficiency, in case of the
methanotroph symbiont with 99% on the total abundance after 10 days of star-
vation. This is congruent with findings of earlier starvation experiments done in
aquaria on methanotrophic symbionts of B. childressi (Kochevar et al., 1992) and
on thiotrophic symbionts of B. thermophilus (Raulfs et al., 2004). These were ex
situ experiments and the abundance of the symbionts has only been assessed by
microscopy. For B. childressi, a decrease of the methanotroph population of 90%
after 24h in methane-free water was shown.
The B. puteoserpentis samples from this study showed, that a starvation for
10 days is enough to almost completely deplete the bacterial community in this
mussel species. In case of the B. azoricus symbiosis, the mussels retained a
higher population of symbionts after a longer period of starvation. This differ-
ence in symbiont abundance after starvation between mussel species could be due
to (1) different symbiont digestion efficiencies of the hosts or (2) different toler-
ances of the endosymbionts towards sudden changes in energy source availability.
Although it has been shown in different studies, that there is a high variation
of symbiont abundances within a host species and between sites (Trask & Van
Dover, 1999, Fiala-Medioni et al., 2002, Duperron et al., 2007b), the digestion
efficiencies between hosts and energy source-related tolerances between symbiont
species have not been addressed yet. Both mussel hosts investigated for this
study apparently do not distinguish between different symbiont species during
digestion/release, because thiotrophic and methanotrophic populations decrease
to the same extend in the respective host. This indicates, that if the host digests
symbionts via lysosomes in the bacteriocytes, that this process is not specific for
the symbiont species.
Additionally to the starvation, the B. azoricus mussels have been retrans-
planted to the active vent site and recovered for up to 7 days before collection.
Conclusions on the recovery potential of the symbionts are difficult, because the
symbiont abundance of the retranplanted mussel group prior to the retransplan-
tation was not known. Due to steep gradients, the availability of energy-rich
volatiles can change within centimeters in hydrothermal habitats. This has for
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example been shown for temperature gradients in mussel beds at the Rose Garden
hydrothermal vent field (Johnson et al., 1988) and temperature, sulfide and oxy-
gen gradients in diffuse fluids from the Logatchev hydrothermal vent field (Zielin-
ski et al., 2011). Because mussel samples of the transplantation experiment might
originate from different mussel patches (Section 5.2), symbiont abundances might
be different in animals that co-occur at the same habitat. Nevertheless, there was
one case where mussels have been sampled from the same transplantation cage
before and after retransplantation. This means, that these individuals experi-
enced similar conditions in respect to changes in energy source concentrations.
The methanotrophic symbiont numbers in this case have more than doubled after
4 days of recovery compared to the abundance at 9 days of starvation, whereas the
thiotrophic populations did not recover (Figure 8.1). Differences in the recovery
potential of B. azoricus symbionts have already been observed in ex situ experi-
ments in aquaria by Riou et al. (2008). Their results refer to observations in one
individual and they detected a stronger increase in methanotrophic symbionts
upon a methane pulse (35% increase of abundance) compared to the increase of
thiotrophic bacteria upon a sulfide pulse (25% increase of abundance). The dif-
ferences of symbiont recovery in the host gills can either be due to (1) differences
in the symbiont-specific uptake by the host or (2) a different propagation speed
of residual symbiont species inside the host bacteriocytes. The ex situ studies
with B. azoricus mussels have not addressed this question yet and therefore, no
knowledge is available on the recovery mode of methanotrophic and thiotrophic
symbionts yet. The results from my study in respect to 16S rRNA operon num-
ber indicate, that the methanotrophs might have the ability to multiply faster
than the thiotrophs (see Section 9.2), which might explain the faster recovery of
methanotrophic symbionts during in situ and ex situ experiments.
9.3 Abundance of cold seep endosymbionts and
geofuel availability
The transplantation experiments on Bathymodiolus mussels at vents have shown,
that temporal changes in energy source concentrations influence the abundance
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of the mussel symbionts. The next step was, to investigate this link in more detail
with the aim to study symbioses in their natural environment. The question was,
if the same mussel species would harbor different amounts of symbiont species
according to the concentration of energy sources in the environment. Therefore,
symbionts of the two mussel species B. brooksi and B. childressi (co-ocurring at
habitats at the GoM) were quantified. The collection of the mussels was cou-
pled to the fine-scale measurement of methane and sulfide at the same sampling
spot. Independent of the investigated mussel species, the results prove a positive
correlation of the symbionts energy source concentration in the environment and
symbiont abundance. In case of the methanotrophic symbionts, less than 100
micromolar difference in methane concentration at the two cold seep habitats
(see Table 9.1) already lead to different amounts of symbionts in the mussels,
demonstrating how tight this symbiosis is coupled to environmental conditions.
Comparable to the observations of the transplantation experiments, it is not clear
if the favorable conditions in energy source concentrations lead to a higher up-
take of symbionts from the environment, or if the symbiont populations inside
the host propagate faster. More over, if the environmental conditions already
favor one population of free-living bacteria (e.g. by elevated concentrations of
methane compared to sulfide), this could already lead to a dominance of one free-
living species compared to the other. The occurrence of free-living populations
of symbiont phylotypes in the vicinity of their hosts has already been shown,
e.g. for symbionts of vestimentiferan tube worms (Harmer et al., 2008) and the
lucinid Codakia orbicularis (Gros et al., 2003). We also found free-living rela-
tives of the thiotrophic and methanotrophic symbiont populations in the ambient
seawater of the vent fields visited for this study (unpublished data), supporting
the hypothesis of an environmental uptake of symbionts from the environment of
the bathymodiolin host. Because there is no quantitative data available of the
abundances of free-living symbiont species, it is not known if the dominance of
an endosymbiont species is related to the dominance of the respective free-living
relative.
The significantly higher number of methanotrophic symbionts in B. brooksi
than in B. childressi is unexpected, because B. childressi lives in a single sym-
biosis and relies entirely on its methanotrophic symbionts. B. brooksi on the
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other hand benefits from a dual symbiosis with methanotrophic and thiotrophic
symbionts. It is known, that the majority of B. brooksi symbionts are methan-
otrophic (85% of total bacterial rRNA according to Duperron et al.) but no
knowledge on the absolute numbers of methanotrophs in B. brooksi is available.
Genetic analyses of the B. childressi methanotrophs revealed six different pmoA
sequences (Duperron et al., 2007b), which might be due to the presence of sev-
eral methanotrophic strains (which are not resolved on the 16S rRNA level). If
several phylotypes exist, the specific 16S rRNA qPCR primers used in this study
may not match with all strains. In that case, the abundance of methanotrophs
in B. childressi could be underestimated. This comparison of the abundance of
B. childressi and B. brooksi methanotrophs is based on the assumption, that
both symbiont species have the same number of 16S rRNA operons. Even if this
remains to be proven, the ribosomal operons are very conserved among related
species and mutations are not very likely (Itoh et al., 1999). These first hints
of an inter-species difference in the amount of bathymodiolin symbionts have to
be confirmed by further investigations, for example the visual confirmation of
symbiont abundance with FISH and genetic comparisons of different symbiont
phylotypes in respect to 16S rRNA operon number and strain variability.
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Summary and conclusions
Before this thesis work, analyses of symbiont abundance in bathymodiolin re-
search have either been conducted by (quantitative) FISH (Halary et al., 2008)
or rRNA slot blot hybridization (Duperron et al., 2007b). These techniques have
the disadvantages of time-consuming protocols and are not suitable for process-
ing many different samples at once. The desire to improve the current status
of symbiont quantification by using state of the art stereological and molecular
methods went along with the demand of a high-throughput method, which is fast
and reliable.
3D-FISH and qPCR methods have been chosen for the establishment of a
suitable quantification protocol for bathymodiolin symbionts and most of the
work for this thesis went into the method optimization and validation of these
two methods. Having validated the qPCR-based protocol by the quantification
of different symbiont target genes (16S rRNA & recA), the comparison of qPCR
with 3D-FISH results demonstrated the advantage of qPCR over 3D-FISH in the
quantification of bathymodiolin symbionts. Due to the heterogeneity of symbiont
distribution inside the hosts, the 3D-FISH protocol was less accurate in the sym-
biont quantification than qPCR. Furthermore, the qPCR protocol was faster, had
a higher sample throughput and was more reliable than 3D-FISH in the quan-
tification of the endosymbionts. Therefore, further quantitative studies on the
symbionts have been carried out by qPCR (see Section 9.1.4).
This optimized symbiont quantification protocol based on qPCR has been ap-
plied on bathymodiolin symbioses of hydrothermal vents and cold seeps. First
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of all, the quantitative reaction of symbionts to starvation was assessed, investi-
gating the in situ response of vent symbioses to a sudden and extreme temporal
change of energy source concentrations. Results of this starvation experiment on
B. puteoserpentis and B. azoricus mussels showed, that the vent symbiosis reacts
within days to the cessation of energy sources by a decrease of both symbiotic
partners. For the B. puteoserpentis mussels at the Logatchev vent field, 10 days
of in situ starvation were enough to almost completely deplete the symbiotic pop-
ulations in the hosts. The B. azoricus mussels at the Menez Gwen vent field still
retained 26 - 35% of their symbionts even after 14 days of starvation. An in situ
recovery time for B. azoricus mussels of 7 days lead to a significant increase of the
methanotrophic symbiont population in some mussels. This reaction of the sym-
biosis to decreasing an increasing concentrations of energy sources proved, that a
link exists between symbiont abundance and energy source availability and that
drastic temporal changes in energy source concentrations trigger a quantifiable
reaction of the symbiont populations within days.
Quantification of the GoM mussel symbionts (Section 9) showed that envi-
ronmental concentrations in sulfide and methane were reflected in the symbiont
abundance. More methanotrophic symbionts have been detected in B. brooksi
and B. childressi host species at the seep habitat with high methane concentra-
tions (Garden Banks) compared to the habitat with lower methane concentrations
(Green Canyon). In contrast, B. brooksi mussels at Green Canyon (high sulfide)
contained more sulfur oxidizers than individuals at Garden Banks (low sulfide).
Concluding from these results, qPCR has been established successfully in the
reliable quantification of at least 4 different bathymodiolin symbioses at vents and
seeps. The results characterize the link between symbiont abundance and avail-
ability of energy sources and in this respect extend the knowledge that has only
been gained by ex situ experiments so far. The dominance of bathymodiolin sym-
bioses at vents and seeps is emphasized by showing the flexibility of maintaining
different symbiont species at different environmental conditions.
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Outlook
The quantification of different bathymodiolin symbioses gave the most reliable
quantitative data so far in this field. But this data can not stand alone when
investigating the complex dynamics of deep-sea symbioses and needs to be com-
bined with additional methods to clarify why some bathymodiolin species harbor
more symbionts than others and why certain symbiont species react differently to
changes in energy source concentrations than others. This includes the investi-
gation of possible filter-feeding in those bivalves as well quantitative stereological
and molecular analyses.
The ongoing advance in laser-scanning microscopy will enable the operator
to scan more samples in a faster way, giving symbiosis researchers the possibil-
ity to automate the acquisition of many images on whole tissues. In contrast
to the current status, this could yield representative samples for whole animals
and elucidate the distribution of symbionts even better. Together with qPCR,
this would yield a more complete picture not only of the abundance, but also the
distribution of all symbionts in animal tissue. The current efforts in sequencing
the symbiont genomes will give additional insight into the genetic potential of the
symbionts, including the operon numbers of their 16S rRNA genes. With this
knowledge, the primers designed for this study can be used to assess the abun-
dance of many bathymodiolin symbionts (see primer targets in Table 7.4) with
even higher accuracy and enables the comparison of the abundance of different
symbiont species (e.g. thiotrophic vs. methanotrophic symbionts).
The fast protocol for the qPCR and the minor demands on technical equip-
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ment give the researchers the opportunity to conduct these analyses during their
sampling in the field. This way, the samples would not have to be frozen and
carried to the home-lab (preventing any DNA damage) and deliver reliable quan-
titative data on fresh samples. The qPCR protocol can be handled in the field
on a research vessel. The data would be at hand in a few hours, giving the re-
searchers quantitative feedback on field status, e.g. conditions of symbioses at
different habitats. This would enable the researchers to adjust their field work
program according to their own results.
This study laid the groundwork for future quantitative analyses of deep-sea
symbionts and adds to the current molecular methods which help to unravel the
dynamics of symbiont life style and their linkage to environmental conditions.
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Hydrogen is an energy source for
hydrothermal vent symbioses
Jillian M. Petersen1*, Frank U. Zielinski1,2*, Thomas Pape3, Richard Seifert4, Cristina Moraru1, Rudolf Amann1, Stephane Hourdez5,
PeterR.Girguis6, ScottD.Wankel6,ValerieBarbe7,EricPelletier7,DennisFink1,ChristianBorowski1,WolfgangBach8&NicoleDubilier1
The discovery of deep-sea hydrothermal vents in 1977 revolutionized our understanding of the energy sources that fuel
primary productivity on Earth. Hydrothermal vent ecosystems are dominated by animals that live in symbiosis with
chemosynthetic bacteria. So far, only two energy sources have been shown to power chemosynthetic symbioses:
reduced sulphur compounds and methane. Using metagenome sequencing, single-gene fluorescence in situ
hybridization, immunohistochemistry, shipboard incubations and in situ mass spectrometry, we show here that the
symbionts of the hydrothermal ventmussel Bathymodiolus from theMid-Atlantic Ridge use hydrogen to power primary
production. In addition, we show that the symbionts of Bathymodiolus mussels from Pacific vents have hupL, the key
gene for hydrogen oxidation. Furthermore, the symbionts of other vent animals such as the tubeworm Riftia pachyptila
and the shrimp Rimicaris exoculata also have hupL. We propose that the ability to use hydrogen as an energy source is
widespread in hydrothermal vent symbioses, particularly at sites where hydrogen is abundant.
Deep-sea hydrothermal vents and their associated chemosynthetic
communities were discovered in 19771. Since then, two energy sources
have been shown to fuel primary production by the symbiotic bacteria
that form the basis of the food chain in marine chemosynthetic eco-
systems. In 1981, chemolithoautotrophic bacteria that use reduced
sulphur compounds as an energy source were discovered in the
gutless Riftia pachyptila tubeworms from hydrothermal vents in the
Pacific2,3. Five years later, the first symbionts that use methane as an
energy source were discovered in mussels from hydrocarbon seeps in
the Gulf of Mexico4,5. Since then, a vast array of chemosynthetic eco-
systems has been explored, and novel symbioses of phylogenetically
diverse hosts and symbionts are constantly being described6. Despite
this, no other source of energy formetazoan chemosynthetic symbioses
has yet been found. This is remarkable, given that many potential
sources of energy for chemosynthesis are available, such as hydrogen,
ammonium, ferrous iron and manganese(II)7, and free-living vent
microbes able to use these energy sources are well known8–10.
Some hydrothermal vents produce fluids with very high hydrogen
concentrations due to the interaction of seawater withmantle-derived
ultramafic rocks. Fluids originating from ultramafic-hosted vents are
also characterized by highmethane concentrations, whereas H2S con-
centrations are rather low. In contrast, basalt-hosted vents produce
fluids comparably high in H2S but low in H2 and CH4. The Logatchev
vent field at 14u 459Non theMid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) is located in a
ridge segment characterized by ultramafic outcrops (Supplementary
Fig. 2). Fluids venting at this site have the highest hydrogen concen-
trations ever measured in hydrothermal systems (19mM in the end-
member fluids)11, which would provide a rich source of energy for
chemosynthetic microbes. Hydrogen is a particularly favourable elec-
tron donor as the energy yield from hydrogen oxidation is much
higher than from methane oxidation, sulphur oxidation and all other
potential electron donors for chemolithoautotrophic growth under
standard conditions12. In fact, our thermodynamic model predicts
that at the Logatchev vent field, aerobic hydrogen oxidation could
provide up to 7 times more energy per kilogram of vent fluid than
methane oxidation, and up to 18 times more energy per kilogram of
vent fluid than sulphide oxidation (Supplementary Fig. 1).
At Logatchev, Bathymodiolus puteoserpentismussels are by far the
most abundant macrofauna13. They live in a dual symbiosis with
methane-oxidizing and chemoautotrophic sulphur-oxidizing bacteria
that are hosted in their gills14–16. Here we show that the sulphur-
oxidizing symbiont of B. puteoserpentis uses hydrogen as an energy
source. We also show that Bathymodiolus symbionts from basalt-
hostedMAR vent fields can oxidize hydrogen. This ability is therefore
not limited to the ultramafic-hosted vent fields and could also be
powering chemosynthetic symbioses at basalt-hosted vent fields.
Uptake hydrogenase genes in mussels
The key enzymes involved in hydrogenmetabolism are hydrogenases,
which catalyse the reaction: H2« 2H11 2e2 (ref. 17). Enzymes of
the group 1 NiFe hydrogenases are membrane-bound respiratory
enzymes that channel electrons from hydrogen into the quinone pool,
providing the link between hydrogen oxidation and energy produc-
tion17,18. The large subunit of themembrane-bound uptake hydrogen-
ase is encoded by the hupL gene. We amplified and sequenced this
gene from symbiont-containing B. puteoserpentis gill tissues from
Logatchev (Supplementary Fig. 3). The closest related sequence was
the large subunit of the NiFe hydrogenase from the alphaproteobac-
terium Oligotropha carboxidovorans (79.6% amino acid identity). O.
carboxidovorans can grow chemolithoautotrophically under aerobic
conditions using either CO or H2 as an electron donor19. Phylogenetic
analyses based on multiple treeing methods placed the enzyme from
B. puteoserpentis in a well-supported cluster with other group 1 NiFe
hydrogenases, showing the genetic potential for hydrogen oxidation
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linked to energy generation in B. puteoserpentis endosymbionts. To
examine whether the endosymbionts of mussels from hydrogen-poor
habitats also have the genetic potential for hydrogen uptake, we tried
to amplify the hupL gene from gill tissues of mussels from basalt-
hosted vents and cold seeps that have fluids with low hydrogen con-
centrations. Indeed, we could amplify the hupL gene from mussels
from basalt-hosted vents, including undescribed Bathymodiolus
mussels (Bathymodiolus spp.) from vents on the southern MAR
(Wideawake at 4u 489 S, 5,600 km from Logatchev, and Lilliput at
9u 339 S, 6,500 km from Logatchev), and B. aff. thermophilus from
the Axial Dome vent on the Pacific–Antarctic Ridge at 37u 479 S
(Supplementary Figs 2, 3 and Supplementary Table 7), showing that
the genetic potential for hydrogen oxidation is not restricted tomussel
symbionts from ultramafic-hosted vent fields that have high hydrogen
concentrations. Intriguingly, we could not amplify this gene from any
of the cold seep mussels investigated (see Supplementary Discussion).
B. puteoserpentis symbionts use H2
Given the genetic potential for hydrogen uptake in Bathymodiolus
mussels, we incubated B. puteoserpentis mussel gill tissues from the
ultramafic-hosted Logatchev vent field on the MAR with hydrogen at
partial pressures of ,100 p.p.m. in the headspace (0.08mM H2 dis-
solved in the medium) and measured its consumption over time.
Hydrogenwas taken up rapidly by the symbiont-containing gill tissues
at a rate of,6506 200nmol h21 (gwetweight)21 (n5 7). In contrast,
symbiont-free foot tissue did not consume hydrogen at rates above the
negative controls—boiled gill tissue and seawater (Fig. 1 and Sup-
plementary Table 3).
Because hydrogen uptake by bacteria is not necessarily coupled to
CO2 fixation17,20, we incubated mussel gill tissues with hydrogen in
seawater containing 14C-bicarbonate to determine whether hydrogen
is an energy source for autotrophic CO2 fixation by B. puteoserpentis
symbionts. Control gill tissues were incubated in the presence of
sulphide or without an electron donor. 14C uptake was stimulated
by sulphide, known to be an energy source for the sulphur-oxidizing
symbionts of Bathymodiolusmussels21, and also by hydrogen (Fig. 1).
The rates of carbon fixation with hydrogen were comparable to those
supported by sulphide oxidation, which suggests that hydrogen could
be fuelling autotrophy to the same extent as sulphide. We therefore
conclude that hydrogen provides energy for the production of mussel
biomass at the Logatchev hydrothermal vent field.
Symbionts from basalt-hosted vents use H2
We examined whether the symbionts of Bathymodiolusmussels from
basalt-hosted vent fields on the southern MAR at Comfortless Cove
and Lilliput with low in situ hydrogen concentrations could also
consume hydrogen. Hydrogen concentrations measured in discrete
samples of the diffuse fluids from these vents were typically below
0.1 mM(refs 22,23) as opposed to Logatchev, which had up to 154 mM,
on the basis of discrete sampling (Supplementary Table 3). We incu-
bated gill tissues of B. spp. mussels andmeasured hydrogen consump-
tion over time as described earlier. Our results show thatmussels from
these vents were also able to take up hydrogen (Fig. 1 and Sup-
plementary Table 3). However, the rates at which the symbiotic gill
tissues of the southernMARmussels consumed hydrogen were 20- to
30-fold lower than those of mussels from Logatchev.
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Figure 1 | Hydrogen consumption in Bathymodiolus gills. a, b, Hydrogen
was consumed rapidly by B. puteoserpentis gills (Logatchev) and carbon
fixationwas stimulated after incubationwith 14C-bicarbonate in the presence of
hydrogen or sulphide. Each data point is one distinct measurement.
c, Consumption rates of gills from two sites at Logatchev were in the same
range. d, e, Rates from Logatchev and the southern MAR fields (B. spp.;
Comfortless Cove, 4u 489 S and Lilliput, 9u 339 S) increased with increasing
hydrogen partial pressures. Rates were roughly 20–30-fold higher at the
hydrogen-rich Logatchev field than at the hydrogen-poor southernMAR vents.
Error bars represent one standard deviation.
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Effect of H2 concentration on consumption
Some hydrogen-oxidizing microorganisms are known to induce
hydrogenase expression only in the presence of hydrogen, and some
express this enzyme constitutively at a low level, but increase its
expression upon incubation with hydrogen24. To investigate the effect
of dissolved hydrogen concentration on hydrogen consumption rates,
we incubated gill tissues from the Logatchev and southern MAR
venting sites at partial pressures of up to 3,000 p.p.m. (,2.3 mM dis-
solved H2). Hydrogen consumption rates in mussels from Logatchev,
Comfortless Cove and Lilliput increased by 135, 21 and 8 nmol h21 (g
wet weight)21, respectively, for each 100 p.p.m. increase in partial
pressure (Fig. 1). Thus, hydrogen uptake is clearly stimulated by
increasing hydrogen concentrations.
The sulphur-oxidizing symbiont uses H2
Many phylogenetically diverse microorganisms can grow autotrophi-
cally on hydrogen. Bathymodiolus mussels from the MAR host two
types of chemosynthetic gammaproteobacteria: a sulphur oxidizer
and a methane oxidizer14 (Fig. 2). In addition, these mussels have a
gammaproteobacterial parasite that infects gill nuclei25. Hydrogen is
known to provide energy for chemo- and photolithoautotrophic
growth of some free-living sulphur-oxidizing bacteria26,27. Some
free-living methane-oxidizing bacteria can also oxidize hydrogen in
addition to methane28. Lastly, hydrogen has been shown to be a key
determinant of the virulence of pathogenic Helicobacter pylori29.
Accordingly, it was unclear which of the three types of bacteria asso-
ciated with Bathymodiolus mussels could be using the hydrogen. To
investigate this further, we used three molecular methods allowing us
to link identity with function at the DNA and protein level: genome
sequencing of the mussel symbionts, single-gene fluorescence in situ
hybridization (geneFISH) and immunohistochemistry, the latter two
combined with 16S rRNA FISH.
In the genomes of hydrogen-oxidizing bacteria, the genes for the
large and small subunits of membrane-bound NiFe hydrogenases are
often found clustered together with the genes necessary for bio-
synthesis, maturation and processing17. We used metagenomics to
investigate hydrogen oxidation in the genome of Bathymodiolus
symbionts from the southern MAR (Lilliput). We found a hydrogen-
ase operon with 19 open reading frames on a 726-kb genome frag-
ment (Supplementary Fig. 4). The large subunit gene from this
genome fragment was 99.6% identical to the hupL gene amplified from
the Wideawake (southern MAR) mussels using polymerase chain re-
action (PCR), and 83% identical to the gene from B. puteoserpentis
from Logatchev on the northern MAR. Homologues of all structural
genes and those necessary for hydrogenase synthesis, assembly and
function in the chemolithoautotrophic hydrogen oxidizer Cupriavidus
necator30 were present on our genome fragment. The southern MAR
Bathymodiolus symbiont therefore has all of the genetic components
required for hydrogen uptake. On the same genome fragment,we found
the key genes for sulphur oxidation via the reverse dissimilatory sulphite
reductase (rDsr) and Sox pathways, as well as for CO2 fixation by the
Calvin–Benson–Bassham (CBB) cycle (Supplementary Fig. 4), indi-
cating that this fragment is from the sulphur-oxidizing symbiont of
Bathymodiolus.
To establish further that it is the sulphur-oxidizing symbiont that uses
hydrogen, we used geneFISH, a method in which simultaneous detec-
tion of single genes and rRNA enables the linking of function and
identity at the single-cell level31. We detected the hupL gene in the
symbiont-containing gill tissue of B. puteoserpentis (Fig. 2). GeneFISH
signals from probes designed to target the hupL gene amplified by PCR
from B. puteoserpentis overlapped with the 16S rRNA signals from the
previously described sulphur-oxidizing symbiont (Fig. 2). This further
suggests that the hupL gene we amplified is from the sulphur-oxidizing
symbiont of B. puteoserpentis.
To show that the sulphur-oxidizing symbiont expresses the uptake
hydrogenase, we combined immunohistochemistry with FISH of the
16S rRNA of the symbionts of B. puteoserpentis, thus linking identity
and function at the level of gene expression. Using a polyclonal anti-
serum against the membrane-bound hydrogen-uptake NiFe hydro-
genase from C. necator (74% amino acid sequence identity to the
B. puteoserpentis symbiont HupL; Supplementary Fig. 5), we were
able to detect hydrogenase expression in single symbiont cells in
B. puteoserpentis (Fig. 2). Signals from the anti-hydrogenase antibody
were seen in gill bacteriocytes of B. puteoserpentis where they over-
lapped with the FISH signals from the sulphur-oxidizing symbiont,
but not with those from the methane-oxidizing symbiont.
Environmental significance of H2 use
One of the major challenges in hydrothermal vent research is to link
physiological experiments, performed on board the research vessel at
atmospheric pressure, with processes occurring under in situ temper-
ature and hydrostatic pressure. We deployed an in situmass spectro-
meter (ISMS) to measure hydrogen concentrations in the mussel
habitat at Logatchev, and compared these with temperature as a con-
servative tracer for mixing of the hydrothermal fluids with seawater.
Simultaneous measurements of hydrogen concentrations and tem-
perature were made in two different settings; first, in an area of
2 cm 10 μm
20 μm
20 μm
20 μm
20 μm
a c
d e
f g
b
Figure 2 | The sulphur-oxidizing symbiont has the gene for hydrogen
uptake, which it expresses. a, B. puteoserpentis with brown, symbiont-
containing gills. b, Morphology of a single gill, each composed of many
filaments (modified from ref. 48). c, FISH of a cross-section through a single gill
filament (host cell nuclei, blue; sulphur-oxidizing symbiont, green; methane-
oxidizing symbiont, red). d, e, hupL geneFISH (signals in green) with 16S rRNA
FISH (signals in red) for the sulphur-oxidizing symbiont (d) and the methane-
oxidizing symbiont (e). The negative control gave no gene signals
(Supplementary Fig. 7). f, g, HupL immunohistochemistry (signals in green)
with 16S rRNAFISH (signals in red) for the sulphur-oxidizing symbiont (f) and
the methane-oxidizing symbiont (g). Yellow colours in d and f appear where
green and red signals overlap.
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focused flow, directly at the source where the fluids exit the seafloor.
Here, the fluids had not been exposed to B. puteoserpentismussels or
other macrofauna. Second, we measured hydrogen concentrations
and temperature in an area where the fluids had passed through a
B. puteoserpentis mussel bed. The slope of the regression line calcu-
lated for hydrogen concentration versus temperature was signifi-
cantly lower in the mussel bed compared to the source fluid
(P, 0.0001), indicating that fluids in the mussel bed are hydrogen-
depleted compared to the source fluid (Fig. 3). This difference is
probably due to hydrogen consumption by the sulphur-oxidizing
symbionts of B. puteoserpentis. We observed the same effect with
measurements of methane and temperature (P, 0.0001; Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6). These measurements confirm that significant amounts of
hydrogen are being consumed in Logatchev mussel beds.
The terrestrial hydrogen biogeochemical cycle has been the topic of
numerous studies (summarized in ref. 32), and interest in the global
hydrogen cycle has recently grown with the prospect of a hydrogen
economy33. In contrast to the terrestrial environment, there is a paucity
of data on hydrogen turnover in the oceans. Conservative calculations
based on ourmeasurements of uptake rates in Logatchevmussels show
that at 50mM dissolved hydrogen a single mussel with a gill weight of
5 g could oxidize up to 435mmolH2 h
21 (Supplementary Informa-
tion). On the basis of our own estimates and those of others, themussel
population at Logatchev spreads in layers over at least 200m2 and
accounts for most of the invertebrate biomass13. One square meter is
covered by approximately 1,100–2,500 adult individuals correspond-
ing to a total population of 250,000 to 500,000 individuals. This popu-
lation could consume between 0.5 and 1.0molH2m
22 h21, that is, in
total up to 200molH2 h
21. Previous studies have reported hydrogen
uptake rates in the range of several nmolml21 h21 in hydrothermal
fluids34, and several nmolm23 h21 in coastal waters35. On the basis
of the limited data available for comparison, the symbionts of
Bathymodiolus mussels from the MAR probably have a role as a sig-
nificant hydrogen sink at these hydrothermal vents.
We do not know if the chemoautotrophic symbionts of vent mussels
from other mid-ocean ridges are actively consuming hydrogen,
although we show here that B. aff. thermophilus from the Pacific–
Antarctic Ridge has the key gene necessary. Hydrogen is clearly present
in the fluids atmanybasalt-hostedvents36,37, and couldwell bepowering
biomass production at these sites aswell. In addition, use of hydrogen as
an energy source may also have a role in other chemoautotrophic
symbioses; the episymbionts of the hydrothermal vent shrimp
Rimicaris exoculata from MAR vent fields have hupL genes38 (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3), as does the endosymbiont of the giant tubeworm
Riftia pachyptila from basalt-hosted vents in the East Pacific, which it
expresses in situ (S.Markert, personal communication). This indicates
that hydrogen use could be widespread in chemosynthetic symbioses.
METHODS SUMMARY
A detailed description of the sampling sites (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) and
all methods used in this study can be found in the Supplementary Information.
For amplification of the hupL gene, we extracted DNA from gill samples39 and
used published primers40. Cloning and sequencing were done as described else-
where41. Maximum likelihood and parsimony HupL phylogenies were calculated
in ARB42 using a MAFFT43 alignment. For incubation experiments, Bathymodiolus
mussels were collected from hydrothermal vent fields on the MAR by remotely
operated vehicles and incubated immediately after recovery on board the research
vessel.Mussel gill and foot tissues were incubated in sterile-filtered seawater in glass
serum vials (Supplementary Table 4). Hydrogen was added to the vials, and the
change inheadspace concentrationwasmeasuredover timebygas chromatography.
CO2 fixation was measured by incubation of gill tissues with
14C-bicarbonate after
addingH2, Na2S (forH2S/HS
2), or no electron donor. The incorporation of labelled
14Cuptake over timewasmeasured by liquid scintillation counting in separate tissue
pieces from the same individual that were incubated for 0, 30, 60 and 120min.
Mussels for genome sequencing were collected from the Lilliput vent site on the
MAR. Gill tissue was immediately homogenized and fixed on board. We enriched
for symbiont cells by filtering sequentially through8, 5, 3 and 2mmGTTP filters.We
extracted DNA39 and constructed a 6 kb paired-end library, which was sequenced
by 454-Titanium and Illumina. Titanium reads were assembled using Newbler
(v.2.3-PreRelease-10/19/2009–454; Life Sciences Corporation). One 726 kb scaf-
fold was identified that contained the hydrogenase operon, and this scaffold was
annotated by RAST44. Polynucleotide probe design and geneFISH were done as
previously described31,45, with modifications listed in Supplementary Information
(Supplementary Tables 5 and 6). Immunohistochemistry was done by microwav-
ing gill sections of B. puteoserpentis, blocking inwestern blocking reagent (Roche),
incubating in primary antibody, then in HRP-conjugated secondary antibody.
Signal amplification was done by CARD46. The ISMS was deployed as previously
described47 with modifications listed in Supplementary Information. Statistical
analysis was done with the software JMP5.
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SoftwareMetaBar - a tool for consistent contextual data 
acquisition and standards compliant submission
Wolfgang Hankeln1,2, Pier Luigi Buttigieg1,2, Dennis Fink3, Renzo Kottmann1, Pelin Yilmaz1,2 and 
Frank Oliver Glöckner*1,2
Abstract
Background: Environmental sequence datasets are increasing at an exponential rate; however, the vast majority of 
them lack appropriate descriptors like sampling location, time and depth/altitude: generally referred to as metadata or 
contextual data. The consistent capture and structured submission of these data is crucial for integrated data analysis 
and ecosystems modeling. The application MetaBar has been developed, to support consistent contextual data 
acquisition.
Results: MetaBar is a spreadsheet and web-based software tool designed to assist users in the consistent acquisition, 
electronic storage, and submission of contextual data associated to their samples. A preconfigured Microsoft® Excel® 
spreadsheet is used to initiate structured contextual data storage in the field or laboratory. Each sample is given a 
unique identifier and at any stage the sheets can be uploaded to the MetaBar database server. To label samples, 
identifiers can be printed as barcodes. An intuitive web interface provides quick access to the contextual data in the 
MetaBar database as well as user and project management capabilities. Export functions facilitate contextual and 
sequence data submission to the International Nucleotide Sequence Database Collaboration (INSDC), comprising of 
the DNA DataBase of Japan (DDBJ), the European Molecular Biology Laboratory database (EMBL) and GenBank. 
MetaBar requests and stores contextual data in compliance to the Genomic Standards Consortium specifications. The 
MetaBar open source code base for local installation is available under the GNU General Public License version 3 (GNU 
GPL3).
Conclusion: The MetaBar software supports the typical workflow from data acquisition and field-sampling to 
contextual data enriched sequence submission to an INSDC database. The integration with the megx.net marine 
Ecological Genomics database and portal facilitates georeferenced data integration and metadata-based comparisons 
of sampling sites as well as interactive data visualization. The ample export functionalities and the INSDC submission 
support enable exchange of data across disciplines and safeguarding contextual data.
Background
The technological advancement in molecular biology
facilitates investigations of biodiversity and functions on
a temporal and geospatial scale. Improved sampling and
laboratory methods, together with fast and affordable
sequencing technologies [1], provide the framework to
create a network of data points capable to answer basic
ecological questions such as: 'Who is out there?' and
'What are these organisms doing?' To shed light on the
complex interplay, adaptation and survival mechanisms
of organisms in times of global change, contextual data
describing the surrounding environment of sampling
locations are of crucial importance [2]. At the very least,
the latitude and longitude (x, y), the depth/altitude (z) in
relation to sea level, and the sampling date and time (t)
must be provided to allow anchoring molecular sequence
data to their environmental context. If every sequence
entry in the INSDC databases, comprising of DDBJ,
EMBL and GenBank, would be thus georeferenced,
researchers would have the post factum opportunity to
contextualize these sequences with environmental data
[3]. The power of contextual data enriched sequence data
sets for the environmental and medical field has been
recently documented [4-12].
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Unfortunately, a survey in the EMBL sequence reposi-
tory has shown that only a minor set of sequences are
accompanied by a relevant amount of contextual data.
For example, latitude, longitude (INSDC: lat_lon), and
time (INSDC: collection_date), elements of the key con-
textual data tuple (x,y,z,t), are only reported in 7.3% and
7.2% of all submissions [Guy Cochrane, personal commu-
nication, October 2009]. But even if these data are avail-
able, correctness is not guaranteed.
The paucity of sequence associated contextual data has
been recognized by the primary database providers and
biocuration efforts are currently underway for specific
subsets. The National Center for Biotechnology Informa-
tion (NCBI), for example, curates the Reference Sequence
(RefSeq) database which aims to provide a comprehen-
sive, non-redundant, well-annotated set of sequences,
including genomic DNA, transcripts and proteins http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/. The European Molecular
Biology Laboratory (EMBL) provides the UniProt/Swiss-
Prot Knowledgebase which focuses on high quality pro-
tein sequence annotations http://www.ebi.ac.uk/uniprot/
[13]. However, the common aim of these efforts is to
enhance the quality of the sequence or protein data and
annotations rather than to provide more information on
the data processing or the environment where the sample
or organism has been taken.
To improve the quantity and quality of contextual data
describing the environment of a sample is currently
addressed by several projects which systematically collect
georeferenced sequence data, environmental parameters,
and further curated metadata [14]. SILVA [15] or RDP II
[16] are examples for specialized databases that offer
users curated and quality checked ribosomal RNA
sequences that are often enriched with more reliable con-
textual and taxonomic information than originally anno-
tated by the sequence submitters.
Furthermore, there are projects which curate the con-
textual data associated to the primary sequence data to
facilitate specific analysis purposes. For example the
Genomes OnLine Database (GOLD) collects metadata
for ongoing and completed genome sequencing projects
[17]. The Visualization and Analysis of Microbial Popula-
tion Structures (VAMPS) project, with its integrated col-
lection of tools for researchers, aims to visualize and
analyze data for microbial population structures and dis-
tributions. All the contextual data in VAMPS comes from
the MICROBIS database management system of the
International Census of Marine Microbes (ICoMM:
http://icomm.mbl.edu/microbis/). The megx.net portal
http://www.megx.net[18] systematically integrates envi-
ronmental parameters and sequence data of marine
microbial genomes and metagenomes using georeferenc-
ing as an anchor.
In 2005 the international Genomic Standards Consor-
tium (GSC) introduced checklists to promote standard-
ized contextual data acquisition and storage. So far the
Minimum Information about a Genome (Metagenome)
Sequence (MIGS/MIMS) has been published [2] and the
Minimum Information about an Environmental
Sequence (MIENS) is in development http://gensc.org/
gc_wiki/index.php/MIENS. For data exchange, the
Genomic Contextual Data Markup Language (GCDML)
[19] has been developed. A corollary of these ongoing
efforts is the need to support field scientists in the consis-
tent capture, storage and submission of both contextual
and sequence data. Handlebar, a lightweight Laboratory
Information Management System (LIMS) for the man-
agement of barcoded samples, in part addresses this issue
by supporting the acquisition and processing of contex-
tual data compliant with GSC standards [20]. The Bar-
code of Life Database (BOLD) initiative, which aims to
identify and classify all eukaryotic life on Earth [21], also
includes an advanced data acquisition and submission
system. Unfortunately the system only supports phyloge-
netic markers which serve the eukaryotic domain e.g. the
cytochrome c oxidase I (COI), which is only present in
Eukarya and absent in the other domains of life, and so
far exclude Archaea and Bacteria. Furthermore, it does
not support the printing of database identifiers as bar-
codes to label collected samples.
Even though initiatives and tools exist to enhance the
quantity and quality of contextual data subsequent to
sequence submission, the amount of contextual data in
the INSDC databases remains an issue. In summary, the
most likely reasons for the persisting scarcity of consis-
tent contextual data are: (1) Contextual data that are
recorded in the field are often not stored electronically in
structured databases. Consequently contextual data get
rapidly unlinked from the sequence data and finally 'for-
gotten' in the sequence submission process. (2) There is a
lack of automatic quality checking mechanisms active
before data submission. Unfortunately, the flood of data
entering the public databases prevents any manual cura-
tion process. (3) The sheer amount of potential contex-
tual data with respect to the different fields of research
ranging from textual data to images or even videos would
rapidly exceed the capacities of the INSDC databases.
Consequently, only a commonly agreed and standardized
subset of data can be stored and made available.
Here the user-centric, web-based tool MetaBar is pre-
sented. MetaBar offers all the required features for sam-
ple identification and barcode labeling allowing robust
sample tracking and inventorying. MetaBar is focused on
the acquisition of contextual data recorded during sam-
pling in the field 'offline' using spreadsheets. All recorded
contextual data can be subsequently uploaded and con-
sistently stored in an underlying database. The web
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Graphical User Interface (GUI) provides advanced user
management and access to data and barcodes. Vitally, the
tool captures GSC standards compliant data and it is inte-
grated into a set of tools to facilitate further data usage
such as integration, visualization and analysis available
from the Marine Ecological Genomics database and por-
tal, megx.net. Finally, MetaBar supports contextual data
enriched sequence submission to the INSDC databases.
The tool is not restricted to any given research field or
domain of life, but can universally be applied to capture
the contextual data of any biological sample. It is
designed to support the complete workflow from the
sampling event up to the sequence submission to an
INSDC database.
Implementation
Programming languages, tools and frameworks
MetaBar is programmed in the object-oriented, platform-
independent programming language, Java 1.5 http://
www.java.com/en/. MetaBar is a multiuser web applica-
tion using Apache Tomcat http://tomcat.apache.org/, the
open source Spring framework http://www.spring-
source.org/about, jasig CAS http://www.jasig.org/cas,
which is used as a central authentication service to imple-
ment the user management, and Apache POI http://
poi.apache.org/ to parse the Microsoft® Excel® spread-
sheets used for data input. Any Java objects generated are
stored in a PostgreSQL database using the iBATIS persis-
tence framework http://ibatis.apache.org/. The input
fields in the Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheet are validated
using Visual Basic (VBA) macros. The web interface has
been continuously tested during development using Sele-
nium IDE http://seleniumhq.org/projects/ide/ and JUnit
http://www.junit.org/. The source code of the MetaBar
application is available under the GNU GPL3 http://
www.megx.net/metabar/data/metabar-1.0.tar.gz and as
additional file 1 to this publication.
Core software components
The MetaBar application consists of (1) the Microsoft®
Excel® acquisition spreadsheet which is used to capture
and auto-correct the contextual data, (2) the MetaBar
server which generates and receives the acquisition
spreadsheets, parses the data and stores them in (3)
MegDB, a PostgreSQL database which is the central data-
base of the megx.net portal [18].
External software components
MetaBar is integrated into a set of external tools directly
accessible from the web interface. The interpolation of
environmental physical and chemical parameters of the
oceans can be initiated via the WOA05 data extractor of
the megx.net portal. On the fly visualization of sampling
sites on a world map can be performed using the Genes
Mapserver http://www.megx.net/gms and in Google
Earth® via the KML export function. The data can be
exported prior to sequence submission as a structured
comment block for submission to INSDC by the Sequin
tool http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sequin/index.html.
MetaBar also includes a data export to GCDML [19] for
report creation and data exchange.
Results
The core application can be best explained by describing
the workflow across the different MetaBar components
(Figure 1). First, users log on to the MetaBar web server
(Figure 1, step 1). Upon entry, users can allocate a certain
range of sample identifiers before, during or after a sam-
pling campaign. The identifier consists of a six digit [sam-
ple-id] that is incremented with every new sample, a six
digit [project-id] that is incremented with every new
project and a two digit [institute-id] that is fixed and
identifies a certain institute. The combination of these
three parts in one identifier assures the unique identifica-
tion of each sample. The identifiers can be printed (Figure
1, step 2) as barcodes onto labels (Figure 2) that can be
placed on sample containers and pasted into laboratory
notebooks for consistency. Users can download (Figure 1,
step 3) the acquisition spreadsheet containing the allo-
cated identifiers and the empty contextual data fields in
the first worksheet. As the user fills these fields, VBA val-
idation macros check the inputs and users are prompted
to use, for example, correct formats in the correct numer-
ical range, where applicable. New worksheets can be
Figure 1 Scheme of the MetaBar workflow. Users are allowed to 
create barcodes, print them onto physical labels, and to capture, up-
load, and update contextual data for the barcodes using Excel® spread-
sheets. The contextual data can be exported to various formats and 
submitted to the INSDC databases.
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added to the spreadsheet. Thus, any additional data out-
side of the MetaBar model can be added to the same file.
Once the worksheets are filled (Figure 1, step 4) they can
be uploaded (Figure 1, step 5) to the MetaBar web server.
After the upload is finished, the file is parsed and the val-
ues in the first worksheet are stored in the respective rela-
tional fields of the central database. The additional
worksheets in the file are not lost, but stored as binary
data in the database. The latter three steps can be
repeated whenever it is necessary to edit and update the
data. Users can log in to the system at any time to search
and browse their data via the web GUI (Figure 3).
Additionally, the MetaBar core set of contextual data
fields can be extended for each sample with further GSC
compliant parameters. These additional fields are orga-
nized into different types of report and environmental
packages, each containing further parameters. The
parameters can be directly selected and updated via the
web interface (Figure 4).
MetaBar can also be used as an inventory e.g. for
freezer contents. The database may be queried using
sample identifiers by scanning their barcodes with an
appropriate device, by manually entering their corre-
sponding numeric code, or by text search on a metadata
field. The query then retrieves all corresponding contex-
tual data stored in the system.
MetaBar is integrated into a set of external tools with
direct access from the web interface. The interpolation of
physical and chemical parameters such as temperature,
nitrate, phosphate, salinity, silicate, dissolved oxygen,
oxygen saturation, apparent oxygen utilization and chlo-
rophyll of a marine sampling site can be initiated via the
WOA05 data extractor of the megx.net portal. On the fly
visualization of sampling sites on a world map can be per-
formed using the Genes Mapserver http://
www.megx.net/gms. Furthermore, four export functions
(Figure 1, step 6) are currently supported: (1) an export to
KML to visualize sampling sites including their contex-
tual data in Google Earth®, (2) an export to GCDML [19]
for report creation and for data exchange, (3) an export to
a GSC compliant MIGS/MIMS/MIENS spreadsheet, and
(4) an export as a structured comment for sequence data
submission to the INSDC databases using the Sequin tool
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sequin/index.html.
Role, ownership and permission concept
MetaBar's user management provides a "MetaBar admin",
a "project admin" and a "MetaBar user" mode. These
modes depend on the role that is assigned to a certain
user account. The web GUI possesses a cascading menu
on the left which contains the "MetaBar admin features",
the "project admin features", and the "MetaBar user fea-
tures", respectively. Furthermore, a sophisticated owner-
ship and permission concept offers the users to share
their data with other users in the same project giving
them read or write permissions, or to prevent access for
others. Project admins have the possibility to transfer the
ownership of a set of samples to another user, create proj-
ects, assign users to a project and to remove users from a
project. For a given MetaBar installation there is only one
MetaBar admin who can create users, assign or dismiss
project admins and delete samples or whole projects.
A quick reference guide describing the general work-
flow of MetaBar from the acquisition to the submission of
data is available on the website. Examples for metadata
enriched INSDC database entries, created with MetaBar,
are available through the accession numbers: [Gen-
Bank:GU949561 and GenBank:GU949562].
Figure 2 The barcode identifier. Barcodes consist of three parts ([in-
stitute-ID], [project-ID] and [sample-ID]) which in combination unique-
ly identify a sample. The barcodes are printed onto physical labels that 
can be placed on sample containers.
Figure 3 Screenshot of the graphical user interface I. Uploaded 
contextual data can be browsed and queried online.
Figure 4 Screenshot of the graphical user interface II. Contextual 
data entries can be extended with GSC parameters. All contextual data 
can be exported and submitted to the INSDC databases.
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Discussion
MetaBar can be used whenever it is necessary to capture
contextual data that describe the environmental origin of
a sample. The system has been tested in several studies in
close collaboration with biologists taking samples in the
field. By integrating their feedback MetaBar should qual-
ify as user-friendly, scientist-centric software tool.
Case study
The above mentioned studies allow the typical MetaBar
workflow to be generalized as follows. A scientist acting
as the project administrator (PA) plans a sampling cam-
paign together with two members in his research team
(PM1, PM2). The project EXAMPLE is created in
MetaBar and the users PM1 and PM2 are added to
EXAMPLE. It is anticipated that PM1 will collect five
push core samples of sediment while PM2 will collect five
water samples. Thus, PM1 and PM2 create five barcodes
each and download their acquisition spreadsheets. These
barcodes are printed in multiple copies to label sample
containers, appear in field notebooks and for contin-
gency.
During sample collection, PM1 and PM2 log contextual
data such as latitude, longitude, depth and sampling time
next to the barcode labels pasted in their field notebooks.
The sample containers are labeled with the correspond-
ing barcodes and transported back to the laboratory. The
link between sample and environment is thus established.
At the end of the sampling campaign the contextual data
gathered in the field are transferred to PM1 and PM2's
acquisition spreadsheets. Barcodes pasted on the sample,
the field records and present in the spreadsheet ensure
fidelity and the data are then uploaded to the MetaBar
server over the internet. PM1 and PM2 may enter further
contextual data specific to their sampling environments
by selecting the relevant GSC-compliant metadata pack-
ages (e.g. "sediment" and "water", respectively) through
the web GUI. The PA and both members of the project
can now review the consolidated contextual data for
errors or missing values. Corrective action at this stage
improves the quality of the data prior to submission.
During laboratory processing, every new subsample is
labeled with a copy of the original sample's barcode, pre-
serving the link to the in situ sampling event. Native labo-
ratory protocols and practices are otherwise unaffected
and are documented in laboratory books. PM1 sequences
the genomes of several sediment sample isolates and PM2
sequences microbial metagenomes from the community
in the water sample. Congruent to the environmental
extensions, GSC packages corresponding to various study
types are available. PM1 and PM2 may use the "MIENS
culture (miens_c)" and "metagenome (me)" packages,
respectively, to record data specific to their study type
(Figure 4). PM1 and PM2 receive their genome and meta-
genome sequences as FASTA files with automatically
generated sequence identifiers in the header. The
researchers enter these identifiers into the "seqID" field in
the acquisition spreadsheet and export the data to a for-
mat for submission to INSDC. With this mapping, these
contextual datasets can easily be combined with one or
more FASTA sequences using a suitable submission tool.
The researchers then submit their metadata-enriched
sequences from the EXAMPLE project to an INSDC
database.
MetaBar implements a neat trade-off between univer-
sality and specificity. The export functions assure that the
collected data can be publicly stored and shared with the
scientific community.
Comparison of MetaBar and Handlebar
The idea of uniquely identifying samples and storing data
about these samples in databases is not new and is widely
used in many applications and disciplines. However, tools
able to capture the contextual data of environmental sam-
ples combined with barcode labeling are rare. To our
knowledge with the exception of MetaBar, the only open
source tool using barcoding to identify georeferenced
samples from the environment is Handlebar [20]. A tabu-
lar comparison of the programs' general features can be
found in Table 1.
HandleBar, as a lightweight LIMS, not only covers con-
textual data that are recorded during sampling, but also
aims to document subsequent sample processing steps in
the laboratory. In this respect, MetaBar is a simplification
focusing only on the capture of contextual data in the
field. MetaBar does not seek to replace well established
laboratory bookkeeping or professional LIM systems, but
rather aims to complement this process to ensure that
contextual data are electronically accessible. Neverthe-
less, users may choose to use the tool as a storage inven-
tory manager or to store intermediate results of sample
processing because it is possible to store additional data
in the spreadsheets. It is important to note that coupling
contextual data with sequence data before submission to
the INSDC databases is a unique feature of MetaBar.
The barcodes are, by concept, solely used to link envi-
ronmental samples to contextual and, if available,
sequence and species data derived from a labeled sample,
thus, no hierarchy or processing method is encoded in
the identifiers. Also, sample hierarchies and complex
identifier schemes are avoided. This concept does not
interfere with native laboratory sample tracking methods,
yet ensures consistency in environmental contextual data
capture.
It is important that users have the flexibility to cover
different sample types. MetaBar offers a single template
in which a restricted part is parsed to the database and an
unrestricted part of the spreadsheet can be changed to
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contain sample specific additional data. HandleBar offers
a set of non-constrained sample templates depending on
the sample type and also individual templates can be cre-
ated. In MetaBar each sample can be extended with fur-
ther parameters organized into types of report and
environmental packages suggested by the GSC.
In contrast to HandleBar, data entered into MetaBar's
acquisition spreadsheet is validated on input, ensuring
correct format before upload to the MetaBar server. This
avoids frequent rejection of the acquisition sheet. In Han-
dleBar the validation is done by the web server and erro-
neous sheets have to be corrected retrospectively by the
uploading user. The variety of export features are cur-
rently unique to MetaBar.
MetaBar is integrated into the megx.net tool set and
connected to MegDB. This offers opportunity to work
with the data and to analyze them alone, or in the context
of other research project data stored in the megx.net
database. This level of integration necessitated a user
authentication and authorization management system
and SSL encryption. Consequently, the local installation
of MetaBar requires modification of the open source
code base. The software and a detailed installation man-
ual are available at http://www.megx.net/metabar. How-
ever, accounts on the MetaBar installation hosted at the
MPI for Marine Microbiology in Bremen can easily be
given to interested users and an "anonymous" project
exists where data of external users can be stored anony-
mously. It is the intention of the Microbial Genomics and
Bioinformatics Group at the MPI-Bremen to support this
tool as open source in the future.
Applicability
MetaBar has been developed at the Max Planck Institute
for Marine Microbiology; however, the tool may be read-
ily applied to a wide range of research fields outside the
marine sciences. Contextual data fields relevant to air,
host associated, human associated, sediment, soil, waste-
Table 1: Features of Handlebar and MetaBar
Handlebar MetaBar
Focus Web-based lightweight LIMS for handling 
barcoded samples
Web-based tool for consistent contextual 
data acquisition with barcoded samples
System requirements Operating system: Windows® or GNU Linux
Apache, Perl, PostgreSQL, OpenOffice or 
Microsoft® Excel®
Without local MetaBar server installation:
Operating system: Windows® Internet 
connection, web browser (e.g. Firefox), 
Microsoft® Excel® 2003 or higher
Optional: EPL barcode printer (e.g. a Zebra® 
TLP 2824)
With local MetaBar server installation:
Operating system: Windows® or GNU Linux
Apache, Java, Spring, jasig CAS, 
PostgreSQL, Microsoft® Excel® 2003 or 
higher
Coverage Metadata that emerges during sampling 
events and subsequent processing step 
data
Contextual data that emerges during 
sampling events (other data optional)
Sample type templates Various One generic and extensible template
Input validation Done by the server Done by VBA® macros in the acquisition 
spreadsheet and on the server
Integration into data analysis tool set GenQuery http://www.megx.net
Export functions - GCDML, KML (for Google Earth)
Contextual data enriched sequence 
submission support
- Export to MIGS/MIMS/MIENS and 
structured comment
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water sludge or water samples are available via the "add
GSC fields" function. The parameters in each of these
environmental packages have been selected based on
community usage and consensus http://gensc.org/
gc_wiki/index.php/MIENS. For example, fields request-
ing data on barometric pressure, carbon dioxide, carbon
monoxide, chemical administration, humidity, methane,
organism count, oxygen, oxygenation status of sample,
perturbation, pollutants, respirable particulate matter,
sample salinity, sample storage duration, sample storage
location, sample storage temperature, solar irradiance,
temperature, ventilation rate, ventilation type, volatile
organic compounds, wind direction, and wind speed
would be presented to users using the air environmental
package. Users may easily add new, custom fields as col-
umns using standard Microsoft® Excel® operations. Com-
bined, the GSC extensions and freedom for
customization generalize MetaBar's applicability to any
scenario necessitating the capture of contextual data
describing a sample's environmental origin.
Conclusion
MetaBar offers an integrated contextual data acquisition,
storage, and submission solution to the INSDC system.
The impact of better contextual data availability and cor-
rectness in the primary sequence databases will greatly
improve the possibilities to reach a higher level of data
integration and interpretation to address basic ecological
questions. MetaBar's integration into the megx.net tool
set and its export mechanisms offer extended analysis
possibilities via comparison to other scientific studies and
with complementary interpolated environmental data.
The visualization of the sampling sites on the Genes
Mapserver and in Google Earth® offers the users a simple
way to show sampling events on the globe and to relate
them to other publicly available scientific studies.
Statistical analysis of phylogenetic and functional biodi-
versity in their environmental context will reveal new
insights into the biogeography and habitat adaptation of
organisms. In the medical field, for example, it will be
possible to create detailed disease maps which reveal
mutation patterns of a certain pathogenic organism over
time [5,11]. Such maps might help to predict the dispersal
of epidemics and pandemics around the globe. For
marine microbiology, Ed DeLong and coworkers have
successfully shown that there is a stratification of
genomic variability along the depth continuum in the
water column at a specific sampling location [4]. It has
also been demonstrated that specific diversity patterns
are annually recurring [7]. A dense network of data
points, enriched with contextual data, will lead to new
insights into the complex interplay of organisms by com-
paring different sampling sites around the globe and over
time. The denser this network of data points, the more
will be revealed about the influence of the biotic factor in
the elementary nutrient cycles that profoundly affect
Earth's climate.
Availability and Requirements
Project name: MetaBar
Software
Project homepage: http://www.megx.net/metabar
Operating systems: Linux and Windows
Programming language: Java JRE 1.5 or higher
Other requirements: Microsoft® Excel® 2003 or higher,
Google Earth® (optional)
License: GNU General Public License version 3 (GNU
GPL3)
Hardware
At least 1024 Mb of RAM
EPL barcode printer (e.g. a Zebra TLP 2824) (optional)
Barcode handscanner (optional)
The software can be tested anonymously using the
login: "anonymous" with the password: "testmetabar".
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